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HIS BROTHER'S BODY
Pueblo, Col., Sept. 11. Called
to care for the body of a man
killed at the Santa Fe crossing
COUNCIL PASSES
THE ASH PIT
. ROBBERS' CLEVER SCHEME
Chicago, Sept. 11. Four rob- -
bers today seized a satchel con- -
taining $4,800 iu currency and
f 10,000 in checks from Warring- -
SULZER IS DIVESTED OF ALL
0UBER1I011 RIGHTS WHILE
WAILING IMPEACHMENT TRIAL
ton McAvoy, aged 18, a measen- -
ger of the Garfield Park Plate
here at 0:15 o'clock this morn- -
ing and identifying it as that of
his own brother was the experi--
ence of Harry A. Larson of aOHO INANCE.
MAYOR OAYNOR OF NEW YORK,
OVERCOME BY HEART ATTACK,
DIES 0N1HEJINER BALTIC
Death Overtakes Him While Making a Trip
For Benefit of His Health
Savings bank, and escaped by
driving away in an automobile.
The robbery occurred on the
sidewalk In front of the bank THIS IS EXPECTED TO RESULT IN
at West Madison street and
North Fortieth avenue, withoutJustice of the New York Supreme Court So REDUCTION OF INSURANCERATES
Rules in the Robin Case
the 'display of a revolver.
McAvoy had stepped out of the
door of the bank with the money fr
local undertaking company. The
dead man was Edgar C. Larson,
aged 32. He was hit by a pasBen- -
ger train and horribly mangled.
Larson was until recently a
traveling salesman for the Chi- -
cago Crane company. He leaves
a wife and child, now visiting in
Alberta, Canada.
An hour after the killing Of
Larson an unknown man aged
about 35 years was killed by a
train in the local yards. As the
TO GUARANTEE PURE MILK
PROPOSED LAW CREATING INPARDON GRANTED IS NOT WARRANTED BY LAW LEAVES GOTHAM IN A POLITICAL UPHEAVALSPECTOR IS REFERRED TO
HEALTH COMMITTEE
and checks in a small satchel
and was waiting for a street car
when an automobile containing
four men drove Up, Two of the
men jumped out, walked over to
where the bank messenger was
standing and one stepped behind
him and touched him on the
shoulder. When McAvoy turned
his head the second robber seiz- -
ed the satchel containing the
train approached he removed his
fr coat 'and before railroad em- -
ployes could prevent him, threwTO CLAMP TIE SUNDAY LID
himself in front of the train and
was ground to death.
Banker Released From Penitentiary by Executive Order Mill Be
Obliged to Return to His Place Behind the Bars Judge
Upholds Right of the Assembly to Prefer Impeachment
Charges and Demand a Hearing Explains the
Power in Such Cases as Judicial
OFFICERS INSTRUCTED TO EN
Had Been Renominated by Independent Organization to Succeed
Himself at the Head of the City Government Assassin's
Bullet, Fired Into His Neck Three Years Agoi Had Never
Been Removed Had Been Failing Rapidly During
the Past Several Months
No papers or other articles by
which to make identification wereFORCE STATUTE GOVERNING
SALOON CLOSING
money and checks. The two men
jumped into the waiting machine
and were driven away.
found on the body; which is now
in charge of the county coroner.
higher than the- - sidewalks. The
The passage of the ash pit ordin-
ance, the introduction of the proposed
ordinance to guarantee pure milk to
the citizen of Las Vegas and the anDEMOCRATS TAKE BILL mayor promised
to send the street
gang to that part of the city in the
near future to work under the direc
Kingston, N. Y., Sept. 11. Justice
Hasbrouck of the supreme court of
the state, today decided that Governor
Sulzer was regularly impeached, and
while awaiting impeachment trial was
divested of the right to exercise his
BRITISH BOAT WINS
London, Sept. 11. The British
Maple Leaf IV won the
race for the International
trophy today in Osborne bay, Isle
nouncement of the mayor and district
attorney that the Sunday closing law
must be enforced by the police under
UNDER EXCLUSIVE WING
New York, Sept. II. Mayor Gaynor
died on the steamer Baltic in mid-ocea- ri
at 1 o'clock Wednesday after-
noon.
News of his death was received
here in a message sent by wireless
and cable to Robert Adamson, his
secretary, by Rufus W. Gaynor, his
son, who sailed with him. '
The message read as follows:
"Father died Wednesday at 1
executive functions, including the penalty of prosecution and removal
from office, were the principal fea
of Wight, her time for the course of
32.4 miles being 39 minutes
seconds.
REFUSE TO ALLOW REPUBLICANS
TO ATTEND CONFERENCE
GATHERING
power to pardon.
The question of the legality of Sul-zer- 's
impeachment came before Jus-
tice Hasbrouck in connection with
tures of the regular meeting of the
city council last night.
The ash pit ordinance was passed
by a unanimous vote. It provides that
all persons In the business district of
the city must provide fireproof recep
o'clock, due to heart failure. Notifyhabeas corpus proceedings brought to
compel the New York, city authorities mother."
to honor Governor Sulzer's pardon of Mayor Gaynor sailed away from
tion of Aldermen McGulre and Loren-zen- .
'
' '
.! : ii '
While discussing streets, the mayor
suggested that a movement should be
started for the building of curbing and
guttering, especially In the business
section. He said the expense would
be slight, 30 cents a foot being the
price asked by the contractor. He
said the curbing and guttering recent-
ly laid In front of the city hall and
the Y. M. C. A. building had proved
a great success, relieving the street
from washing by storm water. The
mayor also suggested that definite
and uniform curb lines be established
all over the city, and that curbing be
built. He declared this would make
the streets more easily to be main.-taine-d
In good condition and would
Joseph G. Robin, the convicted bank tacles for ashes. These receptacles
may be made of metal, brick or con
organizations that they had chosen
him as their standard bearer In the
mayoralty campaign. A ihrong that
crowded City Hall park assembled to
hear him accept Ha had prepared
a speech of acceptance, but was so
weak that he was unable to deliver it,
and his secretary read it for him, the
mayor standing beside him.
He was expected to attack .Tam-
many hall sharply, politically, as soon
as he, returned to tho city.
The assassin's bullet that lodged
in his throat three years ago had
never been removed. It was the
mayor's plan to remain abroad less
than a week. Ho expected to tail
for New York from Liverpool on Sep-
tember 18 and to reach this city a
week later.
Mayor Gaynor's sudden death com-
pletely overturns the municipal politi-
cal situation. It removes from the
field a candidate for mayor who was
expected to cut heavily into the vote
of the fusion nominee.; John Purroyt
'
MtcQiet, a6 Jewc-u- " ' 'y, ":"
nominated by the demoeiuWtanJ the
fuslonists. The former is headed by
Edward B. McCall, former chairman
New York, a fast-failin- g man, on the
morning of September 4. An hour
The Desperjons II of France finish-
ed second in 42 minutes 48 seconds ;
the American Boat Ankle Deep was
third in 42 minutes 52 second, and
the Disturber III, the other American
entry, crossed the line in fourth place,
her time being 43 minutes 24 seconds.
The French entry, Desperjons II,
which yesterday won the first race
for the trophy, in 41 minutes and 34
seconds, today broke down during the
fifth lap.
The Maple Leaf IV won the Inter-
national trophy, better known as the
Harmsworth cup, for Great Britain
crete or may be In the form of pits, before he sailed only one man, knew
properly covered. For the first viola
Washington, Sept. 11. rtepresenta-tiv- e
Underwood and Senator Simmons
had a long conference with President
Wilson today over disputed points in
the tariff bill to be discussed by the
conference committee of both houses,.
The two democratic leaders expect
the tariff bill will be in conference
about ten days.
Both men declined to tell what par-
ticulars they had taken, up with the
president, but it was said they went
into detail on features of the income
tax.
of his plans ou'side of members of
his Immediate family. The mayor'stion of the ordinance a fine of not
less than $25 may be assessed, while announced purpose was a brief vaca-
tion on the ocean. He felt that thefor second violation a fine of not less
than $25 or more than $40 may be tonic effect of the salt air would re
Inflicted., store him in some measure to health.
The ordinance is Inr the purpose of The Baltic was due at Queenstown
er. He decided that 'Robin's pardon
was invalid, quashed the writ and
Bent Robin back to prison at Black-well'- s
Island.
Attorneys representing Sulzer and
t Robin had argued that the impeach-
ment was illegal because voted by the
assembly at a special session which
was not called expressly to decide that
question. The court refused to sus-U:f- n
this contention. The decision
upheld the argument of the New York
corporation counsel, who maintained
that the assembly when it impeached
acted in a judicial and not a legisla-
tive capacity and was properly in ses-
sion.
The assembly voted to impeach Gov
reducing tbo fire ha? ""d. City officials Friday. The mayor died as she was
last year over a course on Huntington
bay, Long Island. reduce the dust area.that- many -J i v rin bavt' jnearing the other eide.AId3?mAf. IORcosfln reported., that
the roof of the city hall had been re
paired and made leak-proo- f.
been in the hnbif of throwing hot
allies in the alleys or the back yards
of their stores, a practice which is
dangerous in the extreme. Several
fires In the downtown district are said
Dr. C. C. Gordon, the city physician
MUST COM E TO CARRY
OUT LINO'S SCflEHE
Mayor Gaynor left New orfc at a
time when the city was ssething in
one of the strangest manic! pal politi-
cal conditions In its history. The
day before his departure he was d
on the city hall steps by repre-
sentatives of independent political
reported that there had been four
births during the month of August.
two being of males and two of fe
males. There were six deaths, four
being of males and two of females;
. The president arranged to leavivet
5:40 p. m. today for Cornish, N. H.,
the summer capital, and though it has
not been determined how long he will
remain there, Senator Simmons and
Representative Underwood said there
was no necessity for further confer-
ence. '
The tariff bill was sent by the
house today to conference, but not
without a struggle, in which the dem-
ocrats found It necessary to make a
special rule over the earnest objection
of republicans and progressives dis-
agreeing to the senate amendments.
The meeting of the conference took
place late today. It was announced
that democratic members of the con-- :
ference committee would meet alone,
to have resulted from this practice.
The proper disposal of hot ashes, it
is declared, will result in the reduc-
tion of the insurance rates now pre-
vailing in Las Vegas.
The milk ordinance, which was
drawn up by District Attorney Charles
two residents and two
Dr. Gordon reported there had been
ARBITRATION BOARD
BEGINS HEARING
three cases of smallpox and two cases
ON NO OTHER BASIS WILL WIL-
SON RECEIVE REPRESENTA-
TIVE OF HUERTA
Washington, September 11. Manuel
de Zamacona, supposed representative
of Provisional President Huerta, left
Washington today for New York, with-
out seeing any government officials.
He did not seek an interview with
any, but spent all his time with
Charge Algara of the Mexican embas-
sy.
The latter was expected to confer
with Secretary Bryan during the day
and may inform Mr. Bryan of the
TRAINMEN AND CONDUCTORS OF
EASTERN ROADS SUMMONED
TO TESTIFY
of the public service commission of
this district.
The mayor's renomiuation was
brought about by no particular politi-
cal faction or party, but represented
only his personal popularity. Politic-
ians who discussed his death today
expected that his followers would
make no attempt to nominate a can-
didate in bis place. No other pine; a
on the Gaynor ticket have yet been
filled.
Mayor Gaynor was placed at the
head of an Independent ticket after
Tammany hall had refused him a
He wa3 to lead those
who opposed the regular democratic
organization and yet were unwilling
to join the fusion of republicans and
progressives. , '
Kline to Act as Mayor
A. L. Kline, who will be acting
mayor of New. York until January 1,
next, Is a resident of Brooklyn and
a republican. As acting president of
the board of aldermen he took the
executive chair when Mayor Gaynor
sailed for Europe. Mr. Kline has serv-
ed three terms on the board ot alder-
men. He was vice chairman of the
board, elected by fusion members,
of scarlet fever during August, none fa-
tal and all cared for under conditions
which would effectually prevent the
spread of the disease.
City Marshal Ben Coles and Police
Judge Murray reported 30 arrests dur-
ing the month of August, with the
collection of $43.50 in fines, and the
city liable for $2.50 as costs. City
Clerk Charles Tamme reported the
collection of $197.10 during the month
just past.
The meeting was attended by Mayor
Taupert, Clerk Tamme, and Aldermen
McGulre, Lorenzen, Boucher, McClan-
ahan, Hays and Stern.
ernor Sulzer early on the morning of
August 13. Although it was reported
immediately that the governor would
seek to overturn the assembly's ac-
tion by recourse to the courts, Justice
Hasbrouck's decision today was the
first ruling made by any court on the
legality of the impeachment Argu-
ments on the validity of the writ of
habeas corpus were heard here Mon-
day. The questions raised were:
First Whether Governor Sulzer was
impeached, and, Second Whether he
was divested of his powers pending
trial.- -
"The subject of impeachment," says
Judge Hasbrouck, "like the power of
a legislative body to punish for t,
was of a different character
from a subject requiring the action
of both branches of the legislature and
the governor, in order that laws may
be enacted. The power conferred on
the assembly to impeach the governor
is a judicial power. The power of im-
peachment, therefore, cannot be parti
excluding the republicans until they
had agreed on all points In dispute
between the senate and the house.
The republican minority will then be
called in.
Speaker Clark appointed the fol
The six arbitrators appointed under
the amended Erdman act of congress
invited to this city today representa-
tives of the trainmen and conductors
of eastern railroads as the first wit-
nesses in the public hearings of de-
mands for a new working arrange
character of the Zamacona mission. lowing: house members of the confer-
The attitude of President Wilson ence committer Representatives TJn- -
ment with the roads, including gener
al wt'ge increases.
The hearings opened today will
probably continue for several weeks.
W. G. Ward at. the request of Mayor
Robert J. Taupert, was referred to the
committee on public health, of which
Dr. R. K. McClanahan is the acting
head. X lengthy summary of the or-
dinance was published In The Optic
Monday of this week. In short, it
provides for the creation of the office
of milk inspector, the regular inspec-
tion of dairy cattle and the creation
of a fixed standard for milk and
cream sold for human food.
District Attorney Ward, upon the
request, of the mayor, addressed the
council, explaining the provisions of
the Sunday closing law for saloons.
He said saloons must close their
doors at 11:59 o'clock. Saturday nights,
not to be reopened until Monday
morning at 12. He explained that
the city police are expected to en-
force this law, as well as the county
officers, and they can be punished by
imprisonment if they fail to discharge
their duty. Mr. Ward said he had en-
deavored to effect the Sunday closing
of saloons In East Las Vegas several
times, but had not received the pro-
per support from the city police. He
paid the law must be obeyed, and he
Is endeavoring to have It obeyed both
on the West side and throughout the
entire county.
and Secretary Bryan is not to receive derwood. Kitchen, Rainey and Dixon,
any Huerta envoys unless they come democrats: Payne and Fordney, re-t- o
carry forward the negotiations b. publicans, and Murdock" progressive,
gun by Mr. Lind and with the under-- . The conferees for the senate,
points made by Mr.'i viously named, are Sen itors Simmons,
Lind have been settled chiefly that Shively, Williams, Johnson, demn-Ilueit- a
is to be considered as ellmin- - erats; LaFollette, Penrose and Lolge,
ated from the presidential race. republicans.
Senor Zamacona was in concealment
rhirinc hl visit here and lpft Rnrpt-- ,
RIOTING IS RENEWED
Calumet, Mich., Sept.. 11.- - After a
STAR WITNESS IN THE
BUY CASE IS GONE day of quiet in the copper strike dis
cipated in by the governor or senate, . trict, rioting broke out anew in Calu
met today. Women strike sympathiz- - when Jonn Purroy Mitchel resigned asand therefore does not constitute a
legislative subject." erg attacked Calumet and Hecla non
" " ' " ""
ly. He Is expected to return in a few
days, but while In New York will en--j
deavor to negotiate a loan.
SOME DAY THERE WILL
BE NO MORE BIRTHS
union men, going to work, beating one
man with an umbrella and striking
another with his own dinner pail.GOIIPERS SAYS HE
ESTHER COCHRAN SAID TO HAVE
TOLD FRIENDS SHE WOULD
NOT TESTIFY
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 11. Miss
Esther Cochran, star witness for the
state in the cases against George H.
Bixby, millionaire banker of Long
Beach charged with offenses against
It took a considerable force of dep
NOT A SOCIALIST uties to quell the trouble, Six women
and a strike leader were arrested. I
president to become collector of the
port of New York.
Mr. Kline reached the city hall at
11 o'clock and summoned the heads
of the departments to his office. He
indicated that he would Issue a proc-
lamation later in the day..'
Tentative plans, subject to revision
by the Gaynor family, were to have
the mayor's body brought back to
New York on the steamer Cedric,
which sailed this afternoon from Liv-
erpool. The Cedric Is due at Qti pens-tow- n
tomorrow morning.
Smugglers Capture Officers
Austin, Tex.; Sept. 1 1. Two offi-
cers of a sheriff's posse were cap-
tured in a fight with !5 ammunition
smugglers near the Mexican, border
at Caruizo Springs tc'ay, and were
carried toward the border, according
to advices received by Governor
PHYSICIAN MAKES STARTLING
STATEMENT BEFORE HEALTH
ASSOCIATION
Colorado Springs, Sst. 11. Statis-
tics purporting to show that the hu--
girls, could not be found today when
PRESIDENT OF FEDERATION OF
LABOR BELIEVES IN "DOING
THINGS TODAV"
Soldiers were near at hand, but their
services were not required.
A large number of strikers paraded
through Ahmeek and Allouze in Kewe-na-w
county, tooting horns and rinsing
bells. Fearing trouble, the mounted
military patrol dispersed the men.
Mayor Taupert, following Mr. Ward's the first case was called for trial in
marks, addressed the city police, the superior court. The girl( with her
'man race gradually is becoming them thev must enforce the mother, has been living in a cottage
The prisoners are Offices Bucjmg cane, and the prediction that the time'iaw. He said if the officers failed to f provided by the county since she was
and Ortiz. A posse has sone in pnr-jwt- ll fcnf when there will be no more j do so, the council would be called up- - brought back from San Francisco,
suit, of the smugglers. births, were the features of an pd-io- to pass upon appointments for vac-- 1 She was said today to ha,-- confided
Washington, Sept. tl. FresUcnt
Gompers of the American Federation
of Labor, today continued before the
lobby committee his story of the polit-
ical and legislative activities of the
federation. Gomper9 said since the
congressional campaign of 1310 the
Bryan (9 Distressed
Washington, Sept. 11. "Mayor Cay- -LANE SHOWS IMPROVEMENTBerkeley, Calif., Sept. .11. Secre- -dress before
the American .Public ' aiicies In the force-
; nor was a strong man with a geniusWhole Family Lost Health association here today by Dr.
Eeagle Pass, Tex., Sept. 11. Waller j. h. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, Mich. ' ""V""" tov miblic life," said Secretory Brvnnwho collapsed last Tuesday while rU on it;amin of Van dea(h
viewing a parade In Oakland, showed j was si;rnn, tM mly in the g!nse h f
federation's political activity his not Smith, manager- of an American ranch According to Dr. Kellogg's view, the
near Cuatro Cienegas, Mexico, his birth rate is decreasing in a manner
continued improvement today, hut bis
brother, a physician, insists tht h
must have absolute rest until bis
wife and four children, have been lost, that ultimately will bring it to the
In the desert while attempting to vanishing point. The achievements of
reach the American border, accordinc; modern science, the speaker declar-t- o
advices received here today. Theied, are bringing about race degener- -
to friends her determination not to
testify.
The Bixby case finally went over
until tomorrow after two superior
judges had failed to find a place for
it on their calendars. Judge F. F.
Oster, to whom it finally was assigned,
anticipated objection by the defense
to his hearing the matter, as he sen-
tenced Emma J. Goodman, proprietor
of the resort where Bixby'a alleged
offenses were committed Judge Oster
said he would prefer that the case go
to some other department.
Mayor Taupwt announced that
Sheriff Roman Gallegos has decided
to appoint Thomas Raywood as scale
inspector for the county, under the
provisipns of a recently-enacte- d state
law. The council approved the ap-
pointment, declaring Mr. Raywood to
be satisfactory for scale inspector in
the city.
Aldorman McGulre declared that the
west end of Lincoln avenue Is badly
in need of repairs, owing to the fact
it has become filled in to & level
been systematic, but rather sporadic.
He declared he was opposed to social-
ism.
"I believe In doiu something to
better things tolay not Tomorrow. I
came to the concltisioi many years
ago that we should wo:k for the bet-
ter evolution of society In which we
live and not for the 'v?ifall of
bo rSw;d ability in the discussion of
public questions, but bis BynipaHii;s
were broad and bis heart was enlisted
in reform. His place will be bar,! to
fill. I am distressed to learn of hh
deafh."
President Wilson expressed t)'f ,
sonai retrret at the in'- - r ..--
Smith family left the ranch August
strength returns, and just how long
that will be nobody can say.
Secretary Lane's illness has been
diagnosed as angina pectoris, or rheu-
matism of the heart. He has had
acy by saving the weaklings.
"To regain our lost estate," he
added, "we should get back to nature.
We must cultivate health Instead of
disease."
27 and should have reached Boquilla,
on the border, five days later. Re-
lief parties have been sent to search
for them. touches ot it at intervals for
years,
two Gaynor to cnllars ndst. ! n v : u .! y.r,
formal statement.
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aRAINFALL WASN'Tthe Americans advised to abandon
ESTABLISHED 1879. their homes and property in order to
safeguard their lives.
DRESSMAKING
MADE; EASY
Fit Your Gowns the Right Way
Let us show you how perfectly a H Adjus-
table Dress f orm can duplicate your figure. Changes In fashionCivn'i effect it. It ts adjustable In ech and ovry section to every
rhange In style. WILL LAST YOU A LIFE TIME.
Be be reasonable, be
ARCHBISHOP HAS
REACHED AGE
OF 75
IIP TO THE
generous, bo good," say the peace ad i4
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.) vocates
to everybody. The millennial
advice takes root effectually nowhere, 81and is wasted on Mexico and nations
of that class. It awakens no response...EDITOR
. M. PADGETT.
in their thoughts, quiets none of their
passionate turbulence, removes none
JOHN IRELAND IS ONE OF THE
MOST BELOVED CATHOLIC
PRELATES IN AMERICA
NEW MEXICO SHARED TO SOME
EXTENT IN THE GENERAL
DROUGHT IN AUGUST
of their prejudice against those who
conceive, and with truth, that they
INTRODUCTORY DRESS FORM SALE
Of the Famous Hall Borchert Majestic "Perfection" Adjustable
and Dress Forms.
The policies, methods und e dependable njerchandWe offered patrons of this
bouse, flnd still greater expression in our efforts to please hj plaeun,' licl-jre- them the very
hest obtainable in Dress l 'oims-t- he Hall Borchert & Majestic Adjustable and
Dress Forms.
This famous make rupresouts' the Wchehl attainment in the art of makioir Dnwa
Forms, etnbodvinir such exclusive features as the High and Low bust, telescopic Hip
and Hintfed Waist, pcrmittlnir. the Independent adjustment of every inch of surface
enabling any llirure, style or proportion to be duplicated easily. , ,,
We are showinn complete line of these Guaranteed Dress at to io.ot
THE LEADERS IH THEIR I IHE
In purchasing rt Adjustable Dress Forms you an- - (juaranleed Independent
adjustability in each and every part, which means ioo per cent adjustable elficiency. Don t
miss this SHlel It is of importance and interest to every Dressmaker and Home-sewe- r In Las
Vrirat.
r in r.i ;i;
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 11. In theare the best friends of the
distracted
country. The president and secrtary
li?liEntered it the posioffice at East
of state are trying to apply the prinLas Vogas, New Meiico, for trans-
mission through the LUted States
Santa Fe, Sept. 11. The month of
August, 1913, averaged practically nor-
mal in temperature in New Mexico,
but far below the normal in rainfall,
the average for the state falling one- - Ifmodest chapel attached to the archie-piscop-alresidence, Archbishop Ire-Ia-who, next to Cardinal Gibbons, Isperhaps the best known and undoubt-- ;clpls of The Hague congresses as farmails as tocond class matter. as' possible to the Mexican complica-
the most influential member ofHons, and this endeavor i ieuw
-
....r.,.i, ,1inlnmntic the normal August pre-.edl- ythird belowuieni iuiu ouv,. ittnHnr TTlnntorn rnnnt ea wereTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier lginunues. duior nonuipiomauc 1 generally, hottest and driest, the tem-
perature exceeding the normal in DisThe Hague belongs as yet
to an idealPer Copy 0&
One Week 15 world inhabited by an Ideal man. At
One Month 65
One Year $7.50
NEW SWEATERSFOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Cool mornings and evenings make a sweater very desirable they are warm, light in weight
and convenient. We are showing the largest and most complete line of Women's and Children's
Sweaters we have ever shown all the newest, desirable styles in the best possible quality for
the money. You'll want one of these garments bofore the season is over why not get it now?
Prices $1.75 to $0.50
Daily, by Mall
the American heirarchy, celebrated
this morning the mass of thanksgiving
that marked the seventy-fift- h anniver-
sary of his birth. The archbishop de-
sired that there be no particular cere-
monies. Numerous friends called to
extend congratulations, while telei
grams and letters of felicitation ar-
rived in large numbers.
Archbishop Ireland has frequently
been called the typical American pre-lat-
It is more than half a century
since he was ordained to the priest-
hood and1 a quarter of a century
since he became an archbishop. For
One Year 16.00
Six Months 3.00
trict No. 7 about a degree a day,
while' many stations near the border
exceeded the normal two or more de-
grees a day. The rainfall of the east-
ern counties averaged practically an
inch below the normal; mountain
slopes were most favored, although
local downpours occurred at a few
widely scattered stations over the
northeast plains country, nearby sta-
tions showing little or no precipita-
tion, clearly indicating tne local char-
acter of the nrecipitation of the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
the International Peace congress or
1907 It was resolved that "The con-
ference confirms the resolution of 1899
in regard to the restriction of military
expenditures, and, since military
ex-
penditures have Increased consider-
ably in nearly every country since the
said year, the conference declares that
it is highly desirable to Sfce the govern-
ments 'take up the serious study of
the question." But the increase of
armaments has gone on faster than
ever. President Wilson and Secretary
Bryan must face facts. Theories
in
their official station are not to the
point.
o
f Loa VedarfLoftdind StoreOne Year J2.00
Six Months
"KRANKEL"
SUITS FOR
MEN
WOOLTEX
SUITS FOR
WOMEN
Sonmany years he has been looked uponas the head of the liberal
element among the Catholic clergy In(Cash in Advance
for Mail Subscrip month. Central counties averaged
practically normal in temperature,
with about two-third- s of the normal
tions.) EaUblisfied 1862Remit by draft, check or money or- America. But for the extreme toler-
ance of his views on secular matters,h if Knt otherwise we will not
some of which are not in exact ac
be responsible for loss.
cordance with the more conservative
element at the Vatican, it is believedSpecimen copies
free on
v
precipitation, nearby localities again
showing widely different amounts.
Western counties, on the other hand,
averaged considerably below the nor-
mal temperature, with about three-fourth- s
of the normal rainfall. The
southwestern mountain areas were es
V NEW INTERNATIONAL
SPORT simple and unostentatici.Tj as it is CAUGHT A BAD COLD
"Last winter my son caught a verythat the St. Paul prelate would long possible to make it. He arises regu
ago have received the cardinal's hat.
Born In Kilkenny county, Ireland, larly every morning
at 5 o'clock and
defeated and as a result Philadelphia
fell into the hands of the British. It
was at Brandywine that the con-
tinental army carried the Stars and
Stripes into battle for the tlrst time.
The time has come to consider se-
riously whether penny ante should
j bad cold and the way lie couched was
something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sa-jra- h
E. Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "Wo
thought sure he was going into con
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
September 11. 1838. John Ireland, atpecially favored in precipitation, re- -
retires not far from 10 o'clock each
night. His capacity for work is won-
derful, considering his 3;ears &nd s
not be raised to the dignity of an in-- . peiving frequent good showers, The the age of 11, came with his parents
sumption. We bought just one bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
fthat one bottle stopped his cough and
to the United States, reaching here
in 1849. The family lived three years
enthusiasm .as unflagging as in the
days of his youth.
ROUND-U- P CARNIVAL OPENS
Pendleton, Ore., Sept. It. Within Chicago and then came to St. Paul
where the boy studied in the cathe by all dealers. Adv."
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
Mexico.
coolness of the western counties ex-
tended eastward over the lower Rio
Grande, the Sacramento and the Pe-
cos valleys,, where the usual high
temperatures of August were largely
lacking, and a partly cloudy month of
moderate temperature prevailed.
Two rather pronounced cool periods
Tne healing demulcent qualities ofdral school for a year. In 1853 he Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
was sent hy Bishop Cretin to a Bern not duplicated in any other medicine
Inary in France, where he studied the for coughs and colds. Any substitute
ternational sport. In golf, polo, ten-
uis, yachting and racing the nations
of the world that appreciate the ad-
vantages of play as well as work have
about reached the limits of skill,
muscle and financial expenditure. The
demand of the times is for some sim-
ple and popular pastime that shall
further cement the friendship of
neighboring races and make the broth-
erhood of man a reality, not an iri-
descent dream.
la the light of the historical events
of the last few. days a new duty is
offered you Is an inferior article. Reclassics for four years. fuse t oaccept It for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Fo
program of frontier sports that nev-
er has been excelled Pendleton's an-
nual Round-u- p carnival was opened to-
day and, will be continued through the
remainder of the week. Expert riders
ropers and shooters are here from all
sections of the west and from Canada
to compete in the championship con-
tests. Special trains, are bring-In;- ?
record breaking crowds of visitors to
the city from Seattle, Spokan.i,
and other points.
He returned to the United States
in the early days of the civil war. ley s Honey and Tar Compound. In
TELEPHONES
easiness Office Man 2
News Department ..Main 9
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occurred, the first from the beginning
of the month to the third or fourth,
and the second from the 2Cth to the
close of the month, the 30th and 31st
One month after his ordination he
went to the front as chaplain of
sist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.' Minnesota TOgiment. When the war
had ceased he returned to St. Paul
proving generally the coolest days of
the month. On the other hand the
highest temperature occurred various and was assigned to the rectorship oftmnnaert nnon the United States.
the cathedral. His. clerical duties did
not interfere with his interest in all
BIG CATTLE HERD
Tucumcari, N. M., Sept. 11. It la
said that grazing is betler in this sec-
tion than anywhere further east and
several big herds of cattle are at
present in Quay county from points to
the east. This woek 2,000 head of
cattle were shipped into the Endee
station by M. Kendall, of Quanah,
Tex., to be wintered there.
A report from the county clerk
shows that the patenting of govern-
ment lands is heavier this fair than
at any previous time, and it is further
stated that those who prove up are
not leaving the country, as heretd-for- e,
but are staking on their lands to
engage in the cattle business. A heavy
demand has developed this fall for
land and there la said to be no trouble
in leasing grazing property, or even
in selling it, although there is little
of the better land on the market, ac-
cording to a county writer
ly on the 3rd to 6th, 10th, 15th and
16th.
Showers were of almost daily oc-
currence, though mostly light and
local in character. Iij the eastern
movements looking to the public wel
Something less exhilarating as a re-
creation Is clearly needed by our Can-
adian relations than a legal contest
over the custody of a murderous luna-fi-
whv not relax for a few days
MAKE IT THOROUGH
It haa been announced by District
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward and
Mayor Itobert J. Taupert that the
law requiring the closing of saloons
on Sunday Is to be rigidly enforced.
Those officials declare that the sta
fare. He aided In the development
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
cases of widney and bladder trouble,
rheumatism and lumbago, because
they remove the cause. You can not
take this honest curative medicine in-
to your system without getting the
right results. Try them. O. G. Schae-
fer and Red Cross Druar Store. Adv.
of the northwest by establishing large
colonies of desirable immigrants
LbUISIANA CONSERVES OYSTERS
New Orleans, La., Sept. 1- 1- In or-
der to enforce the conservation of the
Louisiana oyster beds a new ruling
was put Into effect today which pro-
vides that any boat fishing for oysters
must be registered in thj stato. In
this way the owners can he held res-
ponsible. All catches must be landed
on Louisiana soil and if shipped from
the port of entry must' be marked
"Louisiana Product." If shipped out-
side the state a privilege tax cf three
per cent will be assessed.
whom he brought over from Europe
counties they were generally delayed
until the 10th and mostly ceased on
the 22nd. Central counties generally
received showers by the' 5th and
He was active In yie temperance causetic fe rt iha hooks and must be and was elected president of the Total
Abstinence Union of America. Hethey continued quite generally
throughout the month, mountain areas
especially being favored with frequent
was president of the St. Paul Law ind
Order League, and was said to have
LUTHERANS IN COUNCIL
Toledo, O., Sept. 11. Ministerial
and lay delegates from many parts of
the United States and Canada filled
St. Matthew's church today at the
been an Influence In inspiring the
encyclical gf Pope Leo XIII on capital
and labor. He was prominent in 189
in an effort to settle the differences
between the United States and Spain
without war and later he
light showers.
The winds of the month were pre-
vailing southwesterly and light. The
sunshine of the state waa nearly nor-
mal, although eastern counties receiv-
ed more than normal, and western, or
rather southwestern, considerably
less, the skies being partially over-
cast most of the month. The aver-
age number of clear days was 13,
partly cloudy 14 and cloudy 4. At
obeyed, they, as well as all other
officers, fcf they city policemen, al-
dermen or peace officials of the
county, are In duty bound, under pen-
alty of, severe punishment, to see that
it is enforced.
Doubtless the officers will give the
matter sufficient attention to assure
themselves and the public that the
entire county is as dry as Sahara on
each Sr.v-.it- h day. From the em-
phatic made by them, it
may be inferred that the closing will
he an actuality and not a farce, and
that side doors as well as front en-
trances will be effectually barred to
the thirsty.
If the city and county is to be made
and bold an international penny-ant-
tournament? If the legal fraternity of
this state were to offer a silver tro-
phy, to be known as the Coaticook cup
to be played for under the joint aus-
pices of the Bar Associations of the
United States and Canada, it might
relieve the high tension of feeling
along our northern boundary and pre-
vent the recurrence of unseemly de-
monstrations.
To stern moralists beyond the Can-
adian line every assurance may be
given that "penny ante" is neither
common nor 'uncommon gambling. To
meet highly conscientious scruples it
can even be played with beans. Al-
though it calls for the use of cards, the
element of luck is not much greater
than in golf. From what has been
seen of the legal practitioners of Can-
ada they could undoubtedly produce
a champion to dispute the honors-o- f
the game with any district attorney
New York has ever possessed and to
make the Coaticook cup match as fa
great service in the cause of bringirg
about conciliation between the French
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid-
neys allow uric acid poisons to re-
main in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and aching Joints fol-
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently build
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross DrugStore. Adv.
opening of the Thirty-fourt- h conven-
tion of the general council of the Ev-
angelical Lutheran church in North
America. The Rev. Theodore R.
Schmaak of Lebanon, Ga., president
of the conference, presided. The ses-
sions will continue about six days and
will be devoted to the consideration
of questions relating to the Sunday
school, eHucational, publication ar.d
home and foreign missionary work of
the church.
Republic and the Catholic church.
Among newly located residents of
the county are O. V. Wingfleld of
Yarrelton, Tex. ; T. P. Madden, a stock
man from Kremlin, Okla.; R. B. Boyet,
C. W. Cordova, E. E. Darby and W.
N. Ross. The last three are cattlemen
from Hale county, Texas, and are es-
tablishing ranches In the neighbor-
hood of Kirk. John H. Hawkins, Bar-
rett Oliver and another associate
have leased a large tract of school
and other land near Logan, on which
to graze their herds.
While he has seldom mixed in pol
itical life in the sense of ieuvtvln
adresses and making plaas for one
party or the other, Archbishop Ire
land is a man of pronounced opi:-!un-
on all state and national topics, and
dry on Sunday, let them be actually exercises his influence m his own
way, but the occasions hare hern lewas well as officially dry. Past efforts
to enforce the Sunday closing law
have not been an unqualified success.
This may not have been the fault of
the officers, but it is to be hoped,
on which he felt it his duty to break
his rule of One of
these occasions came in the fall of
BATTLE ANNIVERSARY
Philadelphia, Sept. II. The One
Hundred and Thirty-sixt- h anniversary
of the battle of Brandywine was ob-
served today with the customary ex-
ercises on the battlefield, near West
Chester. The battle was fought Pcp- -
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who nas kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily fol-
low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken Into your system mean restored
DESPONDENCY
Is often caused by indigestion and
constipation, and quickly disappears
when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak-
en. For sale by all dealers. Adv.1896. The campaign between McKin-
health and strength. O. G. Schaeferley and Bryan had only about three
weeks to run and 20 of the leading
business men of St. Paul sent him a
tember 11, 1777. The Americans wereand Red Cross Drug Store. Adv. Subscribe for The Optic.
C3KE!6SBEIletter asking that he give to the pub
lie in his own way his views regard
CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
SURPLUS
$50,000.00
'i.' V- - , T
now that they have determined to
make another effort to enforce the
law, that they will be so eternally
vigilant that there may ne no leaks
In" the lid. Half-hearte- effort would
he worse than no effort at all.
The law may or may not be a good
or.e, hut It should he enfprced, if the
ppople are to have any respect for
their statutes.
o
PEACE MOVEMENTS
President Wilson, like his secretary
of st;76, has advanced Ideas on the
pc-- si!i!ities of the preservation of
K';c-- throughout the world. Both
think there is a better pacific ground
thvn has yet hcen maintained in In-
ternational affaire, among all races
and conditions of men, and in the in
V
mous a trial of national prowess as
Meadowbrook or Wimbledon has ever
witnessed. New York World.
o
UNITE IN PERRY TRIBUTE
Put-in-Ba- O., Sept. 11. The two-da-
celebration here of the centennial
anniversary of the battle of Lake Erie
was brought to an impressive conclu-
sion today with the reinterment of
the remains of the American and Brit-
ish officers who were killed In the
battle. Following the battle of one
hundred years ago the sailors who
were killed in the engagement were
buried in the lake. The remains of the
officers were brought to Put-in-Ba- y
Island and interred in graves close by
the shore. The fallen officers were
buried alternately, England and Amer-
ican, Bide by side; Today, with cere-
monies of a most'impressive charac-
ter, the bones of the naval heroes
were taken from the graves where
J. M. Cunningham, President. D. T. Hoaklns, Caahler.
V. S. LpwIb. Ass't. Cash.Frank Springer. t.
Santa Fe there was 71 per cent of
the total possible sunshine, and at
Roswell 73 per cent. The humidity
of the state was low, averaging 55
per cent at Santa Fe, 50 per cent at
Roswell and 40 per cent at the agri-
cultural college.
The mear; temperature for the
state, as determined by the records
of 92 stations, having a mean altitude
of about 5,000 feet, was 71. or .1 be-
low the normal, and .8 degrees above
August, 1912. The highest monthly
mean, temperature was 881 degrees at
Gage and at the dry farm experiment
station near Tucumcari, The lowest
monthly mean temperature was 56.4
degrees at Cloudcroft. The highest
recorded temperature w.as 105 degrees
at Artesia on. the 8th and at Logan
on the 9th, while the lowest recorded
temperature was 32 degrees at Eliza-bethtow- n
on the 5th, and at Red
River canyon on the 2nd, 6th and 31st.
The greatest local monthly range of
temperature was 61 degrees at
the least 26 degrees at Cloud-
croft, while the greatest local dally
range was 55 degrees at San Rafael
on the 16th. The district averages
were as follows: No. 7 (Canadian and
northeast), 72 degrees; No. 8 (Pecos
and Rio Grande), 70.7 degrees; No.
9 (western), 70.7 degrees
The average precipitation for the
state, as determined from the records
of 160 stations, was 1.59 inches, or
.78 inch below the normal, and 1.27
inches below the rainfall of August,
1912. The greatest amount was 4.83
inches at Harvey's upper ranch, and
the least none at Elida, while the
greatest amount in any 24 consecutive
hours was 2.62 inches near Maxwell
on the 21st. Precipitation (.01 inch
or more) occurred on an average of
seven days. The district averages
were as follows: No. 7, 1.54 inches;
No. 8, 1.57 inches; No. 9, 1.69 inches.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.
VEGAS
On Time DepositsInterest Pa.id
ternal life of nations. In their case
the theory mut bo put to a practical LAS VEGAS SAVINGS NK
ing the great questions then before
the citizens of the republic. On Oc-
tober 12 of that year he sent to the
country what was then regarded as
one of the great addresses of the
contest, which later ended so over-
whelmingly for McKinley.
Archbishop Ireland's Identification
with education In the northwest and
his record as a constructor covers a
wide field, In 1885 he established St.
Thomas seminary. St. Thomas Mili-
tary college also owes Its origin to
him, while he has aided in the estab-
lishment of numerous academies for
boys and girls throughout this section.
What he has himself declared to he
the greatest work of his life is now
nearing completion and will perpetu-
ate his memory. This is the building
of the two great cathedrals in St. Paul
and Minneapolis.
Plainness appears to be ne great
prelate's watchword in the furnish-
ings of his home, in his drees, in his
speech, in his acts. The archbishop
never varies his dress. His suit is of
plain black, the coat b'3;ng a long
Prince Albert. He wears no jewelry
whatever and the plainest of linen.
He sticks to the old fashioned boots,
never havinig worn a pair of 6noes
since his early boyhood ''.'ays.
At 75 the archbishop appeal to be
in the prime of life, hoth mentally
and physically. His daily lif3 is as
test. Their estimate Of the moral fea they have reposed a full century and
placed in the crypt of the Perry me- -
mnrini Tho solemn exercises were
conducted jointly by American and
British chaplains, as was done a hun CAPITAL STOCK - $30,000 00
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
dred years ago
tures of a' Is what they first
endeavor'' '.n realize, no doubt with
kindly fei Vis and benevolent inten-
tions. Hut meanwhile events work
with a momentum of their own. There
is, as a rule, compulsion in the unex-
pected. President Wilson's message
on Mexico would have been an accept-
able address at the meeting at The
Jiayue just concluded. But can it be
made to fit the situation in Mexico
or the average international crisis any-
where? Mexico is passing through a
general ordeal of civil disordor and
hlomlKhed. The abstract, peace nove-tr!
t retiiTKCiii?- Ta tiiing to the Mt-x- '
Win. Q. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Swellings of the flesh caused by
riammation, cold, fractures of the
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheu-
matism can be relieved by applying
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It
should be well rubbed in over the part
affected. Its great healing and pene-
trating power eases the pain, reduces
swelling; and restores natural condi-
tions. Pr're ?5c, find $1.00 per
' ottle. Bold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
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yFOR SUMMER NEGLIGEEHeifer's Jidvica
To Ssr Daughter
A Real Liva Doll to Fondle Is Woman'
Greatest Happiness.
WISHED SHE
COULD DIE
And Be Free From Her Troubles,
but Finds Better Way.
EB MEXICO Gil
IDS A NEW
YORKER
MANY AND VARIED ARE THE
DAINTY THINGS OFFERED.
10 SHATTER AND
REMOLD NEW.
YORK Airy Chiffon Jackets Designed Express
vlv4ENGINEERS PROPOSE DARINGSCHEME FOR BETTERMENT
OF BIG CITY Am nf fh mnsf Imfinrtnnt matters about
Which women concern themsolvea Is their
future status as a pramlmother. And Bhe
Is wisdom Itself who knows of or learns
of that famous remedy, Mother's Friend.
the scheme of fattening them up
first. How well this has worked is
shown by the fact that through one
of the leading institutions devoted
to this work 1,700 children after fat-
tening have been placed in good
homes. Of these 855 were girls, and
it is said that the demand for girls
is so much greater than for boys that
it is hardly possible to supply it
More than 700 were less than 2 years
old when placed, and no less than
600 were legally adopted and are now
heirs of their foster parents. The
agents investigated over 4,000 appli-
cations in finding these 1,700 homes.
Many families of wealth and afflu-
ence include one or more adopted
children. The association referred to
has found that to find a home for a
dependent child cpsts approximately
$50 and many are the donors on this
basis who by agreement are kept in-
formed as to the progress of the chil-
dren for whom their money is used.
By this means it is said that a prom-
inent bachelor of wealth is now kept
constantly informed concerning a
flock of 40 youngsters.
Subway Floats Down River
A thousand feet of subway floating
This 18 an external application ior mo
ly to Bid Defiance to the Hot
Weather Washable Fabrics
May Be Employed.
During the. very warm days when
one is inspired with no loftier ambi-
tion than to keep cool by lolling about
and sipping iced tea, the lovely thin
negligees with airy chiffon jackets be-
come things of beauty and a joy for-
ever, being designed expressly for this
purpose. One positively needs these
dainty things if one expects to look
well while keeping cool at the same
time, and indeed they seem simple
enough to run up at home at little
trouble and expense.
The petticoat part doesn't matter in
particular, for one wears what one
happens to have. It may be a messa--
TYPICAL DINNER IN FRANCE
Princess Hassan Tells of a Meal and
Its Service In the Land of
True Epicures.
A typical French dinner not an
exceptional one, mark you, but such
a dinner as a small tradesman's fam-
ily would have is incomparably su-
perior to the plain roast dinner.
There would be, first 'of all, a few
relishes, according to the season of
the year. Radishes, ice cold, sardines,
olives, caviar. Juat a little of each
with which to awaken the appetite,
then the soup to excite gently the
liquids of the throat and stomach,
then a little entree usually a bit of
fish with its appropriate vegetable,
or a handful of vegetables flavored
with meat sauce. Then, and not till
then, does the chief course appear.
It may be a ro.ist, or game, or
chicken, or chops, but in no case will
it be anything which is not in har-
mony with the previous courses and' it
will be eaten in moderation, for the
edge of the diner's appetite will have
been dulled by the lighter foods which
have preceded it. With it comes the
salad varied throughout the year by
nil the possible changes of the sea-
son, and never, never by any possi-
bility will it be such a dreadful green
hybrid as the romaine, strawberry
and green pepper thing. After the
salad there will be fruit or mellow
cheese, and then coffee. It will take
ROMANCE OF SILVER CITY RANCH
ENDS IN MARRIAGE IN
BROOKLYN
Miss Linda Hann, aged 19, who live3
in Silver City, New Mexico, and
Charles Dwinell, 24, of No. 1437 Seventy-f-
ifth street, Brooklyn, were married
in the Leffert's Park Presbyterian
church, Brooklyn, Monday morning,
according to the New York World.
The Rev. Andrew J. Bruehlocher per-
formed the ceremony.
Mr. Dwinell met Miss Hann in New
Mexico two years ago. Her father,
Andrew Hann, an old frontiersman,
owns a ranch 25 miles square near
abdominal muscles ana Breasts. n cer-
tainly has a wonderful influence, allays allfear,' banishes all pain, Is a most grateful
encouragement to the young, expectant
mother, and permits her to go through the
period happy in mind, free in body and
thus destined to anticipate woman's great-
est happiness as nature Intended she should.
The action of Mother's Friend makes tho
muscles free, pliant and responsive to ex-
pansion. Thus all strain and tension upon
the nerves and ligaments is avoided, and,
in place of a period of discomfort and con-
sequent dread. It is a season ot calm repose
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"1 wished I would die and be relieved
of my (suffering, from womanly troubles.
1 could not get up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
most of the time. 1 could not do my
housework.
The least amount of work tired me
out. My head would swim, and I would
tremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact,
I am sound and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make them strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-o- ut system.
If you are a woman, suffering from any
& the numerous symptoms of womanly
trouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
At all druggists.
Write to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dept., Chattanooea, Tenn., for Strciat
Instructions on your case and e book, "Homo
Treatment for Women." in plain wrapper. fJ.C. 1S2
Kaud joyful expectation.
New York, Sept. 11 If plans now
being matured are carried out, within'
a few years "little old" New York
will be a thing of the past and the
map of the greater city so changed
that the Gothamite of, today from an
aeroplane view would never recognize
it as his former habitat. The scheme
i3 a gigantic one calling for the fill-
ing of the East river, thus joining
Manhattan to Long Island and ex-
tending Manhattan about Bix miles
south to within a mile and a quarter
of Staten Island, leaving above ','The
Narrows" what would virtually
amount to an extension of North
river. The plan contemplates form-
ing a new harbor bay between Staten
Island and Sandy Hook by the forma-
tion of a new island about 40 square
miles just north of the Hook. Within
this harbor there would extend from
Staien Island new land peninsulas of
such size and shape as to provide
suitable docking facilities for tne
city's ever growing marine commerce.
It Is also proposed to cut a new East
There Is no nausea, no morning sick-pea- s,
no nervous twitching, none of that
constant strain known to so many women,
hence Mother's Friend Is really one of the
greatest blessings that could be devised.
Tills splendid and certain remedy can bebad of any druggist at $1.00 a bottle, and
Is sore to prove of Inestimable value, not
only upon the mother, but upon the health
and future of the child. Write to Brndfleld
Regulator Co., 132 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,
Ga., tor their book to expectant mothers.
Jrt5. 4-- 4, I
( Wi)
down the surface of the Harlem river
was a sight which amazed New York:
ers last Week. It was not, however,
a section of the present system gone
astray, but the steel tubes through
which the new Lexington avenue sub-
way will run from Manhattan to ue
Bronx. There are four of these tubes,
one for each track, each of them meas-
uring 220 feet long and 10 feet In
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Troubletwo hours to eat such a dinner, but it
will take only half what the typical
American dinner costs to pay for it,
No man with a fsmilv to suonort
Silver City. Mr. Dwinell did not ask
Mr. Hann for his daughter's hand
there. He came back to Brooklyn and
telegraphed.
That was after an uncle of Mr.
Dwinell's had died and left him and
his sister, Miss Louise, a comfortabla
fortune. The ranchman wired back
that he had no objections. Miss Hann
came east several days ago and was
stopping with Miss Dwinell. The
bride is a crack shot and can ride any
kind of a broncho.
After the honeymoon Mr. Dwinell :s
going to the ranch, where lie expects
to look after a few thousand head of
cattle,
can afford e kidney trouble, nor
need he fear it with such a remedy at
ing to an official report shows a sub-
stantial increase over previous years.
Nearly one-hal- f of this $120,000 was
earned in the 1.8S5 positions found
for the students by the appointment
and there will be no indigestion aft-
erward, no matter of what the din-
ner is composed. Princess Hassan in
hand as Foley Kidney Fills. An hon-
est medicine, safe- and reliable, cost-
ing little but doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
an Interview by Louise Rice in the
Delineator. "onice oi me university tue uaiauuu I'river directly through Long Island,': rheumatism, tone up the system and
GIVE THIS A LITTLE THOUGHT
restore normal action or kidneys and
bladder. O. G. Schaefer
,
and Red
.Cross Drug Store. AdV,
SiThere Is a Point to ,This Imported
Joke, But Perhaps You Will Have
To Look for It.
VW-- Ml Ull i Mother of Eiqhteen Children
"I am the mother of eighteen chil-
dren and have the praise of doing
more work than any young woman in
my town," writes Mrs. C. J. Martin,
Boone Mill. Va. "I suffered for five
in.
II mm
This is not an American joke. The
reader is solemnly warned that it
is of German extraction. Germans,
as everybody knows, like their jests
broad and brutal. The victim of this
GOLF TOURNEY AT KNOXVILLE
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 11. Players
representing numerous clubs affiliated
with the Southern Golf association are
participating in the big tournament
which opened here today on the links
of the Cherokee Country club. The
tournament will continue until the end
of the week. Twelve handsome cups
will be awarded the winners.
years witth stomach trouble and could
not eat as much as a biscuit without
suffering. I have taken three bottle3one was Cousin Hugo.
of Chamberlain's Tablets and am now
a well woman and weigh 168 pounds.
I can eat anything I want to, and as
It seems Cousin Hugo made a night
of it and got home as the small hours
began to cease to be so small. As
he climbed the stairs he stumbled (in
being made in positions found by the
students themselves. While earning
one's way through college is by no
means unheard of, the results obtain-
ed through this university's
and encouragement indicate a
growing spirit of self-relian- among
students generally and also calls at-
tention to the vast field of opportun-
ity which New York offers to those
who must earn while they learn.
These, ambitious young men and
women are not choice or at all limit-
ed in choice as to their fields of use-
fulness. They serve as stenographers,
bookkeepers, office assistants, cash-
iers, telephone operators, tutors, de-
tectives, summer hotel clerks, physi-
cians to summer camps, pose for art-
ists, run elevators, tend furnaces and
do many other kinds of work The
students in the graduate schools
headed the list with a total of $28,000,
while the individual record was made
by a law student who as a tutor
earned $1,290. Since 1899 the under-
graduates of Columbia have earned
$1,113,587.28.
diameter, made of 8 inch steel
plates, with two feet between adja-
cent shells which are concreted to
one another by means of steel parti-
tion walls wrapped in wooden sheet-
ing. They had to be floated -- off the
false work on which they were built,
at the contractor's slip a mile up the
river, by nine flatboats which had
been slipped under them at low tide.
Then the flatboats were scuttled and
the tubes settled down in the river
and floated on their own bottoms, for
their ends were covered with bulk-
heads. With two tugs pulling and one
guiding from behind,' and an army of
100 men on the job, the tubes, woven
together, were floated down the river
directly over the spot where they
were to be sunk. Here there had
been dug a trench in the river bottom
to the subway level, into which by
filling with water through valves in
the bulkheads the tubes were grad-
ually sunk to form the first of the
five sections of the new subway which
will go under the river from Harlem
to the Bronx.
Columbia Students Are Workers
No less than $120,000 was earned
during the academic year just past
by the 500 self supporting students
wide and deep enough to accommo-
date seagoing vessels. ,The plan fur-
thermore calls for a tunnel connect-
ing the, major island with Staten is-
land and another from Staten Island
to the new "made to order" island in
the mouth of the new harbor. It is
estimated that the carry injr out of
this scheme would inovlve the er
penditure pf $30,000,000 annually for
probably eight or ten years, and that
the total cost may reach and exceed
half a billion dollars, but on the other
hand it is pointed out that the gain
by the city of about 65 square miles
of new land and 100 miles of water
front will add to taxable values no
less than two billions of dollars.
Babies Fattened for Market
That babies are actually fattened
for market here and, moreover, that
there is an exceedingly good market
for them, are two facts which are
attracting public notice. This prac-
tice, however, is a benevolent one for
experience has shown that even if
nobody loves a fat man very few love
a thin baby unless It is their own.
Therefore the societies which look
aTter the placing of orphans in homes
spite of the most elaborate care) and
much as I want and feel better than
I have at any time in ten years. I
refer to any one in Boone Mill or vic-
inity and they will vouch for what I
say." Chamberlain's Tablets are for
sale by all dealers. Adv.
rolled down into the hall below. The
consequence, for Cousin Hugo is not
so young as he used to be, was a brok
Yellow complexion, pimples and dis-
figuring blemishes on the face or
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
is a powerful liver corectant. It puri-
fies the system, stimulates the vital
organs and puts the body In fine vi-
gorous condition. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
en collarbone and a strained back. Dainty Negligee With Coat of Flow-
ered Chiffon.Ahead even of the milkman, then We pay 5c a pound for nice large
clean cotton rags. Optic Puhlishhr.?
Co.
.
came the family doctor, an estimable
old gentleman, and administered
soothing words while he encased the
line one, taffeta or lingerie, hut it
should in most cases be white. Crepe
de chine makes the nicest kind of a
negligee petticoat if you are making
patient in plaster.
"I know, my dear sir," he said, "that
it hurts like the deuce, but it is not one specially for this purpose. How
ever, the matinee or jacket portion is
what we give most of our attention
a bit dangerous. All the same you'll
have to stay in bed for a while. You
got a nasty (all. How did it happen 1 "THE SHOW THAT'S DIFFERENT" ito.
Was it d.irkr In the sketch, pastel flowered chif
fon is used for the pretty negligee"It was not, doctor," replied Cousin
Hugo with some asperity, "It waswhere they are adopted have hit upon of Columbia university, which accord-
- ALlight."
But perhaps you are not a
New York Evening Post.
IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Aliens Footease, the antisep-
tic powder to be shaken into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, itching feet, Ingrowing
naiis, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladles can wear shoes
one size smaller after using. It is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria'
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.
Adv.
BIG 3 RING
jacket. The blouse portion is cut
with elbow-lengt- h kimono sieves and
cross-ove- r fronts. The sleeves are
puffed into a double-edge- d ruffling of
fine white lace. The lace ruffling is
used to outline the entire wrap, and
at the neck forms an outstanding med-
ic! collar. The lower part is cut away
In front and rounded across the back,
extending half way to the knees.
A broad fold of azure blue satin is
draped low around the waist and then
up under the bust in front, where it is
tied in a large, flat bow that hooks
across the opening.
A washable negligee can be made
from the same design by using some
of the pretty flowered dimities, mulls
and Swisses. These, too, are dainty
and cool, decidedly inexpensive.
Curing Wood.
Wood ha3 contagious diseases! A
stick of wood in a lumber yard may b?
sick" and infect other timbers, which
later may develop the disease when
they are supporting weights in a new
building. Some of the diseases aro so
contagious that in a building they will
jump several feet across masonry or
brick to Borne stick of healthy wood.
Curea were recently discussed by the
American Society of Mechanical .,
gineers.
Most of the diseases are varieties .
dry rot caused by a fungus, and u:o,
of the varieties pf dry rot fungus c: ;
'
not stand heat much over 100 degiv.e.
so the most likely cure is to close
building up tight, if any beams ar
l'ected, and heat it up to 120 or 110 d
grees. Even thiB is not always
for ends of beams are burl'
in the outer brick walls and the hi..
may not reach them. Saturday Fv
ning Post.
MARK MUSTERING-I- SPOT
Saginaw, Mich., Sept. 11. Survivors
of the Twenty-thir- d Michigan volun
teer infantry gathered here today and
dedicated a large moulder monument
IJlibEi UL.jjL.ji. jtL ULLobO
350 ANIMAL ACTORS
The Biggest - The Best
More Trained Wild Animals Than AH
Other Shows Combined
50 Lions,Tigers,Leopards,Pumas,
Panthers, Jaugars, Elephants,
marking the location of the camp
where they were rrmstorei in 51 jcars
ago.
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoid3 result from a succession
of colds in babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child. The condition that 1,
Women Are Constantly Being Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
"Worth mountains of gold," says one woman. Another
says, "I would not give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound for all the other medicines for women in the
world." Still another writes, " I should like to have the
merits of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound thrown
on the sky with a searchlight so that all suffering women could
read and be convinced that there Is a remedy for their ills."
We could fill a newspaper ten times the size of this with such quo-
tations taken from the letters we have received from grateful women
whose health has been restored and suffering banished by Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Why has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound accomplished
such a universal success ? Why has it lived and thrived and kept on
doing its glorious work among vhe sick women of the world for more
than 30 years ?
Simply and surely because of its sterling worth. The reason no
other medicine has ever approached its success is plainly and sim-
ply because there is no other medicine so good for women s ills.
Here are two letters that just came to the writer's desk only two
of thousands, but both tell a comforting story to every suffering wo-
man who will read them and be" guided by them.
causes them may easily be avoided by
careful parents. Quickly and thor-
oughly cure all colds and throat Irri-
tations by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will Sea Lions
not develop. O. G. Schaefer,. and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv. I)
IWILD ANIMALS FKOM EVERY CLIM HI ,
DICTATES OF FASHION.
The plain skirt Is no more. Plaits,
drapery, gathers, Insets, panels, tucks
every, form of g has
been resorted to In the styles for
spring and summer.
The short dolman mantles of fur
seem to be gaining. Usually they are
fastened with a single large button or
buckle, or tortoise shell or ; strass
stones.
Red, with gray, makes a beautiful
color scheme for all enveloping eve-
ning wrap. 'One of the season's most
attractive models is made of flame
colored velvet, with a lining of smoke-gra- y
charmeuse.
Small hats continue to appear in a
wide variety of shapes. Georgette
shows a model of black straw with a
narrow plaiting of net bordering the
edge of the brim. A black aigrette of
unusual size is placed at the back.
Plain ratines have borders ot con-
trasting bands, woven, embroidered, in
open Irish work like heavy crochetted
lace, d checks, colored
stripes, ahd Bulgarian bandings.
Printed ratines have all over tiny flow-
ers in pompadour effect in beautiful
colors.
The fashionable idea is the white
costume with a touch of color. It
sometimes comes In a border print or
embroidery, again as a girdle or col
lar, or as decorative button. Some-
times the color is seen in the weave,
a yard of bright color intermingling
with white.
PROTECTIVE LABOR LAWS
Berne, Switzerland, Sept. 11. At
Says Ants Do Not
M. Cornetz, a practised observer
insect life, asserts that ants kin,,
nothing of in their si cl,
life. In proof he cites an experime.'..
which any one can repeat. 0er r.;
ant a piece of cheese shaped lik"
shuttle; it seizes the tip, turns i:
about and starts dragging it in the d-
irection of its nest. Other ants arrivf.
rnd seize the cheese by its sides, n
continues to advance, but more slowly.
There is no united effort; each art
is trying to turn the crumb of chees-around- .
If we chase off the- - ants o:
the right the cheese will turn to iiif'
right, for the other ants are pushinr.
it. Chase off those on the left arid ii
turns to the loft for tho same reason.
Chase oS the one that is pulling it am"
it stands still, for the antB on each slue
counteract each other.
M. Cornetz holds this a proof that
each ant is acting for himself alone.
the invitation of the Swiss federal
council in international government a
commission met here today to arrange
a basis for the periodical exchange be-
tween the governments of statistics inMRS. WILLIAMS SAYS:
150 Educated Horses and Ponies. Dogs..
Goats, Monkeys, Zebras, Camels
10 Rib Tickling Clowns sxnd a. host cf
Novel Acts
"YOU KNOW IT'S WITHOUT A RIVAL"
regard to the application of protec-
tive labor laws.
HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh tbat
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
Elkhart, Ind. "I suffered for 14
years from organic inflammation, fe-
male weakness, pain and irregulari-
ties. The pains in my sides wereincreased by walking or standing on
my feet and I had such awful bearingdown feelings, was depressed in
spirits and became thin and pale
with dull, heavy eyes. I had sixdoctors from whom I received only
temporary relief. I decided to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetableCom-
pound a fair trial and also the Sani-tiv- e
Wash. I have now used the
remedies for four months and cannot
express my thanks for what theyhave done for me. Mrs. Sadie Wn
"! liUKiis fh 1 f mt & tMtitwt V mitt-'- . ' : l r ... )
FROM MRS. D. II. BROWN.
lola, Kansas. ' ' During the Chan ge
of Life I was sick for two years. Be-
fore I took your medicine I could
not bear the weight of my clothes
and was bloated very badly. I doc-
tored with three electors but theydid me no good. They said nature
must have its way. My sister ad-
vised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
VegetableCompound and I purchased
a bottle. Before it was gone the
bloating left me and I was not so
sore. I continued taking it until Ihad taken 12 bottles. Now I am
stronger than I have been for years
and can do all my work, even the
washing. Your medicine is worthits weight in gold. I cannot praiseit enough. If more women would
take your medicine there would be
more healthy women. You may usethis letter for the good of others."Mrs. D. H. Brown, 809 North Walnut
Street, lola, Kan.
mm W mmmmi-m- wr mm ,J
2:30 aud 8 P. LI.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
m j0k wmm jptck min all business transactions and fin-
ancially able to carry out any obliga
China "Called" Livingstone.
It is not generally known that Liv-
ingstone originally had the intention
or devoting himself to the work of "a
pioneer of Christianity in China." It
was as such that he offered himself
to the London Missionary society lc
1837, but when he had received his
diploma from the faculty of physicians
and surgeons in 1840, he found China
closed to him, as Great Britain was
then at war with the country. It was
UAMs,455 James
Street, Elkhart,
Indiana.
tions made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
Welcome to Good Old Beige.
A soft biscuit or tan color has al-
ways been a favorite with French
women. In combination with black
or white it has never really disap-
peared. But this season some of the
handsomest gowns have been made In
this color and with other colors it
makes all kinds of pretty
fPvf
mm
his meeting with Moffat, who had re 1 FIUDAY, SSPT.
'
'
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
cently returnee from South Africa,gists.f TMrrite to LYDIA E.riSKHAM MEDICINE CO.f s . (CONFI DENTIAL) LYN N, MASS., foradvice.x our letter will be opened, read and answeredby a woman and held In strict confidence. that led t'a steps to the Dark ContiTake Hall's Family Pills for constip nent.ation. Adv.
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in any way. In the meantime the
bandits reach the desert several milesLUDINS VQRUING from the spot where they, were ap
proached by Mary. They begin again
DON'T LOOK FOR
WILLIE AT M
TABLE
JERUSALEM GEMS
TO ADORN AN
ALTAR
M A If
Calvary, Garden Tomb and Old City
Wall of Jerusalem. ' ' j
England has contributed pieces
from St. Martin's, St. Augustin's Ab-- i
bey, Franciscan's church, Canterbury,
St. Alban's Abbey, Winchester, Peter-- j
boro, Salisbury, Lincoln, Durham and
Oxford and Westminster Abbey, St.
David's cathedral, Wales, aud the ca-- !
thedral at Canterbury. There are al-- ,
so several stones from old places at
Glastonbury.
From France there are stones from
the Abbey of Beo, home of Lanfranc
and Anselm and from the grave of La
FILM
closed for at least a year or probably
two. This line of inquiry developed
at the state game warden's office this
morning that the closing of a stream
to fishermen could only he done by
the legislature. Game Warden de
Baca stated that he had tried to have
such authority embodied in the game
and fish law, but could not do so, and
that nothing could be done along this
line until fhe next session of the leg-
islature meets. He said now that New
Mexico would2 have 1,700,000 trout
annually to put into the streams
due to the loaning of the Bartlett fish
hatchery to the state, that some such
regulations were absolutely necessary,
"THE HIGHER LAW" IS THE TITLE
OF FIELDING'S LATEST
HE WILL MISS HIS BREAKFAST
TO SEE THE BARNES CIR-
CUS COME IN
EPISCOPAL RECTOR IN NEW YORK
SECURES, VALUABLE CHURCH
DECORATIONS
to divide their loot and start a quar-
rel. in which one of the bandits is
killed. The other then gathers up all
the loot and prepares to make his get-
away when he find that he Is still
handcuffed to his companion, who Is
now dead. He grows frantic and
looks for a rock with which to break
the handcuffs, hut finds none. In
time, after dragging his dead com-
panion ground with hjm, he grows
faint for want of water and falls pros-
trate upon the bod yof his partner.
Tom Gaynor has purchased the wed-
ding ring and is returning home and
on the way he .comes across the two
bandits, one, dead and the other
so. He takes the loot
and that every stream that Is stocked
should be closed for at least a year.
If you miss the small boy of the
family at breakfast tomorrow morn-
ing don't be alarmed, for it will be
safe to conjecture that he is at the
show lot watching the Barnes circus
set up. It is one of the far away
memories of the grown ups, the boy- -
The Luhin Motion Picture company
of New Mexico yesterday morning
Started a new two-ree-l feature, but on
account of rain was forced to abandon
its effort during the afternoon. Five
scenes were taken yesterday morning
and if the weather does not become
rainy mornings as well as afternoons,
tho picture will be finished within the
Short Session
The session of the supreme court
Fayette.
From this country Dr. Gates has
bricks from the early church at James,
town Island and Paul Revere's church
at Boston.
Dr. Gates, the vicar of Intercession
parish, is one of the leaders of his
church in the city. He began his
church labors In, 1889 as assistant rec-
tor of the Church of the Ascension.
After long service In other sections of
the country he was called back to New
York and has been vicar of Interces
this morning was a very brief one.
Case No. 1574, a habeas corpus pro
bonus to stockholders, rumors con-
cerning which caused the stock to
rise sharply yesterday was without
effect on the pacifies which clung to
the forenoon's lowest
The market closed firm. Canadian
Pacific, which had moved narrowly all
the week, was suddenly bid up over
two pci'nt3. All other western stocks
enjoyed renewed strength, ostensibly
on the weakness of wheat and! corn.
Business was more active at th end,
with a brisk absorption of Southern
Pacific going on. The last sales were
as follows: ;:
Amalgamated Copper 77
Sugar .
Atchison WA.
Reading ... , 161
Southern Pacific '. 92
Union Pacific ...154
United States Steel 63'
United States Steel, pfd .109
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRDE
Chicago, Sept. 11. Generally favor-
able weather conditions in the spring
crop region tended today to ease-wheat- .
Cables, too, were bearish, in-
fluenced by cheaper and freer offer-
ings from Canada and Russia. Buy-
ing on the part of pit traders cheeked
the declinee. The opening was to
lower. There was a slight fur-
ther weakening and then a reaction
to a little above the opening level.
The close was weak 1 cent ur.dur
last night.
Corn sagged on account of goc;l
rains in the west and' southwest. Lo-
cal speculators furnished about the
only support. Prices started Vi to
cent off and suffered some addi-
tional setback. The close was weak
at a net decline of I'&ifr'.S to 1
sry. i
i
Z. i.ihd Jays when we watched the redfrom thorn and again resumes
wagons pull upon the lot, the horsejourney toward home. Upon arriving tents, and dining room tents erected,in town he goes at once to the home I the fascinating bustle and hustle
ceeding, was passed, and Case No.
New York, Sept. 11. Announce-
ment is made by the Rev. Dr. Milo
Hudson Gates, vicar of the Interces-
sion parish, which embraces the fash-
ionable Washington Heights section,
that the new church of that name at
One Hundred and Fifty-fift- h street
and Broadway, now nearing comple-
tion, will be dedicated in October as
one of the features of the general
convention of the Protestant Episco-
pal church, which will be convened
during that month at the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine. The new edi-
fice is a cathedral-lik- e structure, built
after the fashion of Norfolk Cathedral,
England. It will cost, Dr. Gates states,
above $700,000. The parish and
church of the Intercession are, in the
1580, W. B. Rogers, vs. the Kemp Lumandnext week. The new play, written byRomaine Fieldine. manager of the of his promised wife, and there find ber Company was submitted on briefs,and getting ready for the show.her unconscious. As he enters the following which an adjournment un-
til 10 o'clock tomorrow was taken.
Notaries Commissioned
The following were commissioned
Many of us have not outgrown the
habit.
Promptly at 10 o'clock the bugle
will sound the call for the parade to
leave the lot and the principal, down-
town streets will be traversed. At 2
room the sheriff approaches, attempt-
ing to place him under arrest. Gay-
nor, upon seeing his sweetheart ill,
pushes the sheriff aside and falls on
the bed. Mary, upon hearing her lov
notaries public yesterday by Governor
McDonald: William E. Baker, Las
sion chapel of Trinity parish since!
1907. He was educated at Amherst j
and the General Thelogocila seminary.
Four years ago he Inaugurated a
movement to found a permanent me-- j
morial of Henry Hudson in the church
at St. Ethelburgas, London, in which
edifice Hudson and his fellow travel-- j
er's voice, regains consciousness and Cruces; Simon Neustadt, Los Lunas;rv TVt fTlQ .Innrfl Trill liO nnpnod fnr thp
Kttore Franchini, Albuquerque; Clarexplains the whole affair of finding afternoon show which 'starts an hour
the bandits ence Iden, Las Vegas; Moses B. ecclesiastical sense, a chapel of Trinafter. The night show opens its doors
Stevens!' Las Cruces. -at 7 o'clock and starts at 8:15. The
ers attended service before embark-
ing on the Half Moon.
press agent promises a program last-
ing two hours, with three rings and
informs Gaynor
ruder arrest, and
fchows everybody
Hug ring which
ed getting closer
The sheriff then
that he is no ion '
the closing pceno
happy and Hi-- j v.
Gaynor has w ' ''''
ULTI1TII TO CHINA
ISSUED OHM
EDISON IS ILL
West Orange, N. J., Sept.' 11.- --
Thomas A. Edison, the inventor, is ill.
and closer to the third finger of Mary's
left hand until finally they are trans-
formed Into complete happiness. Miss
Mary Ryan takes the part of tho sher
at his home in Llewellyn Park. For
the first time in eight years he was
ity corporation. The new edifice will
have, on the same site, a large parish
house and vicarage.
All around it is Trinity cemetery, In
which are buried many who were
prominent In bygone days. Not the
least interesting of the graves is that
of Clement, C., Moore, author qf the
popular holiday poem, "The Night Be-
fore Christmas." To keep alive the
memory of the poet the children of
Washington Heights section have been
raising a penny fund for a bronze tab-
let to be placed in the nave of the
new edifice as a permanent memorial
MUST PAY DAMAGES FOR INDIGNI-
TIES TO SUBJECTS OF
THE MIKADO
company, Is "Tho Higher Law." It
ia a picture of extreme interest and
teaches a good moral.
Sheriff Butts is tho peace officer or
a small western town, and maintains
Lis office, as most officers do in a
town of small size, in his own home.
His daughter, Mary, Is a telegraph
operator employed in the small rail-
road office that is the only indication
of transportation system to be seen.
Mary, the sheriff's daghter, la in love
with Tom Gaynor and Is engaged to
be married to him. . -
Tlie play opens with Sheriff Butts
kissing his daughter good-by- e as she
is leaving for her work in the morn-
ing. Mary is seen walking down the
road happy and carefree. When she
meets Tom Gaynor, her husband-to-be- ,
they walk together, arm-in-ar-
down the road. During the conversa-
tion Tom informs his wife-to-b- e that
he is on his way to the city where he
is to purchase a wedding ring. The
Kirl pouts at the thought of his leav-
ing, but. is comforted when she learns
of his mission.
They part, Mary going to her work
and Tom leaving for the city. Sheriff
Butts in the meantime has decided
t'i; it wMl lin necessary for him to
make a trin to the country store for
provisions, piuI prepares for the trip,
fie pops to his room and opens a draw-
er cmitainin-- two sots of handcuffs and
two revolvei s. Upon examination, he
finds that one of the weapons is bro
iff's daughter in this play,, while Ro-
maine Fielding takes the most difficult
part, that of the bandit who kills his
companion. Sol Jacoby is the sheriff,
while Jess Robinson is Tom Gaynor.
steel arena in constant operation. The
entire performance is given by ani-
mals, over 350 in number, in three
rings, steel arenas and elevated
stages. Herds of elephants, camels,
zebras, Indian leopards, puma, jaguars,
hyenas, under the direction of fa-
mous European' male and female
trainers; 150 high school horses, Shet-
land ponies, dogs, apes, oats, mon-
keys, bears and a host of other sen-
sational feature acts that take place
in the arena, while the rings are oc-
cupied with no less entertaining but
far less dangerous acts,
Herr Roth and his group of 25
full grown forest-bre- d male African
lions conclude the performance.
unable today to go to his lnbratory, a'
short distance away.
Mr. Edison is .suffering from a cold
which he' contracted while motoring'
in New England, and an attack of in--
digestion. It is said that he is notj
seriously ill. Mr. Edison Is 6S years j
eld.
Peking, Sept. ,1 1. Japan's demands
growing out of the killing of several
Japanese at, Nanking were presented
to the Chinese government today.
Though full details were not availablecoram CHARGE of the poet of the little ones.But there will also be other memo
sufficient information was gleaned' .to
Absence of demand permitted oars
to slide down with other grain. Sell-
ers were fairly numerous.
In provisions the chief influence
was a decided falling off of prices at
at the yards. First sales of packing
house products showed a loss of ZVZ
5 to YIV2. and there was additional
weakness later. The closing quota-
tions were as follows:
Wheat, September 87; December
90; May 95.
Corn, September 75; December
72; May 47.
Pork, January $19.87; May $20.
Lard, January $10.92; May $11.12.
Ribs-- , " January $10.52; May
$10.67.
AGAiNSTHARIIY. TflAW
JEROME MAKES NEW MOVE IN
BATTLE TO RETURN SLAYER
TO THE ASYLUM
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Colebrook, N. H., Sept. 11. The
case of Harry K. Thaw, rugitive from
Matteawan, free agent for three hours Santa Fie. S. M.. Sept.
11.. Governor
W. C. McDonald has received from
T. A. Wright of Knoxville, Tenn.,
yesterday and prisoner today of Sher-
iff Drew of Coos county, New Hamp
show (hat the demands were tanta-
mount to an ultimatum.
An apology, an indemnity and the
punishment of the guilty soldiers and
officials at Nanking are demanded,
and the Chinese are required to ac-
cept the terms without delay and
without any bartering.
Japs Land at Nanking
Nanking, China, Sept. 11. Japanese
marines and quick rifing guns are to-
day protecting the Japanese consulate
and guarding the Japanese stores in
this city, a detachment of from 100
to 200 men having come ashore yes-
terday from Jspwiese warships
anchored in the Yang Tse river.
The incident which led to the land-
ing of this armed force was the loot-
ing of Japanese shops and the shoot-
ing of fsir Japanese subjects, two
of whom were killed.
ken while a second pair of handcuffs president of the National Conservation
vnnsHinn which fs being held atshire,
assumed this afternoon the fa-
miliar aspect of uncertainty "and deis open and with no key in sight.
ries woven into the structure. The
altar, for instance, of the main edifice
will have as settings a collection of
stones which Dr. Gates gathered, this
summer while abroad inspecting fam-
ed cathedrals and the sacred places of
the Holy Land. He brought with him
a dozen or more of these stones, and
shipments from France, Italy, Pales-
tine and England are expected this
week;
Among the stones is a piece from
the waifof the Early Christian church,
Sardis, presented by Professor How-
ard Crosby Butler, the noted Prince-
ton archaeologist. There are stones
from Solomon's quarries, Jerusalem;
Old Temple wall, Jerusalem (the Wail-
ing Place of the Jews) ; ' Bethlehem,
traditional Field of Boaz; Mount of
Olives; Jordan pebble; Mount Sinai,
Mount Hermon, Capernaum (from old
synagogue), Tyre; Canon Kelk of Jeru-
salem has sent stones from the Foun-
tain of the Apostles near Bethany, and
a piece of marble from Jericho.
Charles Anderson has presented
Knoxville, during September and Oclay. Counsel working for and against
his return to the asylum agreed not to
He takes the good revolver and the
pair of handcuffs with a key and
Jeavps for the store.
tober of this year, a lengthy letter
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept. 11. The demand
for stocks which brought about yes-
terday's comprehensive movement
did not persist, today, and prices
worked downward steadily. The worst
pressing requirements of the shorts
appeared to have been satisfied, and
bull traders betrayed no Inclination
to follow up' the rise of the previous
session, preferring to take profits.
The market was again governed
largely by the action of Union Pacific,
heaviness of which was a severe han-
dicap in attempting Individual specu-
lative movements. Selling of stocks
in London before the opening here
on orders from New York foreshadows
the probable attitude of traders in
the home market.
Although the trend was steadily
lower, the volume of offerings con-
tracted measurably as prices, went
down, and losses escaped fractional
bounds in only a few cases. Special-
ties which had been prominent- - were
quieter, and many of these stocks suf-
fered' In common with the leaders,
onds were steady.
Announcement that no action had
been taken at the Union Pacific meet-
ing regarding distribution of a cash
detailing the ideas intended to be de
reloped by the exposition, and tellingThe next scene shows Mary at the
arraign him before a police magis-
trate until 4 p. m. and then adjourn
until tomorrow.
He is charged with consipiring with"
more particularly of a conference ofgraph office, evidently thinking of
farmers of all the states which will be
others to bring about his escape from held there September 12 to 16. Ad-
dresses will be delivered by Gifford
Pinchot and others fnterested in con-
servation' work. The-- governor is ask
Matteawan, and it is on this charge
that William T. Jerome will seek his
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Sept. 11. Hogs, re-
ceipts 8,000. Market 10 to 20 cents
lower. Bitlk $8.208.75; heavy $8.15
8.40; packers and butchers $8.20(0
8.85; lights $S.258.80; pigs $5.75
7.25.
Cattle, receipts 7,000. Market stea-
dy. Prime fed steers $8.65(9.25;
dressed beef steers $7".608.60; west-
ern steers $6.208; southern steers
$5.256.50; cows $3.756.50; heif-
ers $4.509; stockers and feeders $5
8; hulls $4.256.25; calves $5.50
10.06.
Sheep; receipts 10,000. Market stea-
dy to strong. Lambs $6.757.40;
yearlings $4. 50 5. 25; wethers $4'
4.60; ewes $3.50425; stockers and:
feeders- - $36..
extradition. Failing in this, Jerome
will contend that Thaw is insane and ed to appoint delegates from among
should be turned over to an attendant the leading farmers of the state, but
on account of the short time inter
her lover, when she is suddenly arous-
ed as a message come3 over the wire
addressed to her father Informing him
that an express robbery has taken
place during the night and that Tom
Gaynor, Mary's lover, was suspected
as an accomplice. The sheriff is In-
structed to place Gaynor under arrest.
Mary, while receiving the message, Is
suddenly stupefied to learn that her
lover is accused of being connected
with the express robbery. She stag-
gers out of the office with the mess-ne- e
in her hand, seemingly seeking
'stones from Askelonfl Gates of Gaza,
The Red Sox have not played like
champions this season, but they have
crabbed all efforts to establish new
pitching records. They stopped both
Falkenherg of the Naps, and Johnson
of Washington, after both pitchers
were well on the way to produce new
hurling records.
vening before the conference was
held, it was decided that it would be
impossible for any New Mexico dele
Mount Gerlzim, Joppa and Jericho.
From Professor Charles Thayer of
Hartford, Conn., come a larger stone
from Solomons quarries, stones from
gates to get there in tune.
Pleased Wittr Report
James A. French, state engineer,
was so pleased with the report thather father. She sees a short cut
through the woods and takes that path,
from Matteawan.
John Lanyon, private detective in
New York city, who" raced with Jer-
ome all the way to Sherbrooke, Que-
bec, after Thaw's arrest in the Do-
minion, arrived here this afternoon.
To meet emergencies he has ' been
made a special attendant from Mat-tewa- n
and he is waiting opportunity
to get his hands on Thaw and Btart
with him direct for the New York
line.
Followed by a crowa who neither
cheered nor hooted, Thaw went about
the village taday, accompanied by
Sheriff Drew, apparently contented
and hopeful. Legal counsel yesterday
BESSESthe county commissioners and the
county road board of San Miguel counstaggering at each step with a or
ivrroRElnn on her face. She ty had agreed to forget their differ
Btons suddenly upon hearing voices ences and get to work for the better
ct,D listens Intently and advances
A GreoLt Store for
Fall and Winter 1 91ment of the roads In that county, thathe stated this morning it was his in 3-1- 4carefully in the direction of the speak-ers. In a clump of brush she sees tention to offer them every assist-
ance in his power, and that the con-
vict: road camp at Lamy would prob- -
two men dividing money and other
valuables. Upon seeing that these are made nians for his release on a writ
the men guilty of the robbery,, she
funis and runs to her home where she
abty be moved over to the Tecoloteof habeas corpus, but decided today
that to liberate him, with Lanyon and WO in San Miguel county within a
'
week. This Is said to be one of theJerome around, was a delicate move,
! worst pieces of road between Santa Feand held the matter tn abeyance.
and Las Vegas, and Mr. Frencn asHarry K. Thaw, deported from the
well as the residents of San Miguel
county are anxious to get it put in
better shape.
Start on Taos Road Soon
A team of mules was sent to Albu-cmerau- e
yesterday after the specially
intends to find her father and have
the arrest made. Upon reaching her
home she finds her father gone, but
determines, however, to make the ar-
rest herself. She takes the gun which
had been left jn the drawer by her
father and also the pair of open hand-
cuffs and starts on a run for the spot
where she saw the bandits. They are
still counting their loot when Mary,
revolver in hand, makes her entrance
and commands them" to surrender.
They 'respond" to ner wishes and are
imicuffed by Mary. Suddenly one of
Dominion of Canada yesterday and
arested near here after a
flight In an automobile, arose late this
morning after spending the night
in a hotel room under guard. Law-
yers kept him up until a late hour,
laying plans to resist extradition to
Nev .York. In another part of the
hotel, William Travers Jerome, depu
built road wagon which Korber and
Company have built for the use of the 1 Yi 'Hi F
I 'TO I 'field parties of the state engineer s of
Filled With Beautiful Things nd the Sea-son- 's
Newest Creations of
Stylish Ready-to-We-ar Garments
Each garment carries with it the assurance that it is
correct in making, proper in taste and in every way fault
less whether it be at a small nominal price oi a, master
piece of the tailor's art worth forty dollars. No apology is
implied with our inexpensive garments; there is intrinsic
merit in every one. Years of experience with a large and
refined clientele have placed the standard of all our
merchandise beyond criticism.
WE SOLICIT" YOUR PATRONAGE AND GUARAN-TE- E
COURTEOUS SERVICE, PROMPT DELIVERY
flee. As soon as the wagon gets here,tized by the state to get the fugitive
back to Matteawan, , conferred . with a surveying party will leave in it for
a survey of the Taos-Sant- a Fe road
Engineer J. P. Monty will be in charge 1 :WumyyAun
Thaw's most recent ; j captor, Sheriff
Holman Drew, over the court .proce-
dure to be followed today. of the party, and It will probably Ai'.";tC.tir.i;
the bandits maketf a dash for! Mary
and she is helpless, as the gun lh her
hand is hroken. She is knocked to
the ground unconscious. They then
search her clothing for the key to the
handcuffs, but find nothing hut the
'
mPKRS.ETfi.
leave the first of next week.At first merely detained, Thaw was
Mounted Police Reports Arrestssubsequently arrested on a complaint
xinnnto Pnlippman J. A. Beal of
Demine reports the arrest there of W
J. Hudgins, who it is said gave a badAfter gathering their loot as best
check. It is also reported that Hudthey can, the bandits start ou.
ci,rffp tiiitta has made his purchase
charging him with conspiracy in con-
nection with his escape from the asy-
lum, and it was on this charge that
he was to be arraigned today, before
Justice James T. Carr In police court
New York was prepared to ask that
ho he remanded pending the receipt
of a requisition warrant
gins made the check good and the
complaint was dropped. He also ret ctAro nnil is seen returningUL lit a "
home. He enters the rouse and goes
mom where his guns are kept.
ports the arrest of Henry Bichfield at
Pratt. N. M., for alleged hors steal
Tim Thaw lawvers yesterday tookand curious to seeHo is surprised ing. Later, however, it is said the
Bichflelds paid the former owner
$125 for the horse and this complaintthat
the drawer has ceen nue m
. mn and the handcuffs THE STORE OF QUALITY"
wn ten. He at once starts
preliminary steps to swear out a writ
of habeas corpus in the prisoner's be-
half. . If was said this morning that
they might not prees this further and
that, like the Canadian counsel who
also was dropped.
Should Trout Streams be Closed? See our newn rr ii wIf it's NEW
we hoLve itTh fact that some of New
Mexico's W r& hHM ' v ' - UL ,ri,i tfvO.I Gatge Hatt!trout streams are beginning to ceasetried hard to Veep Thaw in the Sher
and, taking the shortfor Mary's office, the ground un-
conscious.
onrut finds her lying
He carries his daughter o
his home and calls a doctor. Mary
is
condition andfound to he in ft serious
sound or talkfa unable to make any
to viel denough, flsh to satisfy the ang E.LasVegas. N.M:brooke CHI, they considered their
lers, has led to a suggestion that someclieu' safer as a prisoner than at
of them should be restocked, and thenlarge. u
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UNION OFFICIALS BLAMED
Washington, Sept. 11. In an effort
to show that national officials of the
United Mine Workers Influenced lo-
cal officials to break contracts with
West Virginia coal operators for the
beenfit of "outside" operators, witnes-
ses were called today before the sen
WITHCHOOSING
HEAD ate Investigating committee by attor
neys for the Cabin Creek and Paint
GOOD PEOPLE
I shall always insist
it will pay you to
trade at
THE 5, 10 AND 25
CENT STORE
THESE PRICES WILL PROVE IT
EPISCOPAL DENOMINATION MAY
PEOPLES BANK (& TRUST CO.
CAPITAL - -
' "
- $113,000.00
The sma.ll a.ccount will get the same courteous treatment
as the Isxrge one We pay 4 per cent interest on savings. ONEDOLLAR, opens an account.
ADOPT DIFFERENT PLAN AT
CONVENTION
Creek operators. The testimony, was
intended to show that operators out-
side West Virginia had conspired with
the unions in violation of the Sher-
man law.
J. W. Dawson, au operator in the
Kanawah district, testified that there
the miners' union had violated con-
tracts and that the Kanawah operat-
ors had been discriminated against
by the new contracts the mine work-
ers made with the Cabin and Paint
Creek districts, although, both groups
of operators were In direct competi-
tion and had contracts providing the
sama terms.
,
Attorneys for the United Mine
Workers objected vigorously to the
course of the examination.
TODAY'S BASEBALL
LEMONS, spot cash, per A A
Friday only . a'UL
GO.AL.AirJD 170S
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
New York, Sept. 11. One import-
ant amendment to be acted upon by
the convention of the Protestant
Episcopal church which assembles at
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine
in October is a change in the method
of selecting the presiding bishop. Hith-
erto the senior bishop in the order of
consecration has been the presiding
prelate. This has resulted, it is con-
tended, In Imposing onerous duties on
bishops far advanced in years and
sometimes infirm. At the last con-
vention, in Cincinnati, the presiding
bishop was the Right Rev. Daniel S.
Tuttle of Missouri.
In October an amendment prepared
by the Right Rev. Joseph Marshall
Francis, bishop of Indianapolis, will
be acted upon. Briefly it calls for
the election of presiding bishop by
American League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.
C. E. Lewis left yesterday evening
for Albuquerque where he will be on
business for several days.
Albert Stern left last eight for Kan-
sas City where he Intends to be on
business for several weeks.
A. L. Cassidy came In last night
from his home at Santa Fe for, a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
F. E. Clarke of Albuquerque came
in last night from his home for p
several days' business visit hers.
y. S. Rose, representative for the
Shillings company of San Francisco,
was a business visitor here today.
Miss Amy Huffman returned last
n fbt frrm Santa Fe where she has
.been visiting for the past few days.
Robert Vasse came In last night
from his home at Rociada for a few
days' visit with friends In Las Vegas.
J. B. Null of Kansas City arrived
In Las Vegas last night and will be a
business visitor here for the next
week;
C. M. Degroff, of Joplin, Mo., arriv-
ed In Las Vegas last night and will
remain here for several weeks as a
visitor.
Ed Stem, representative for the
Kothchild firm of 'Sr.. Jaiu!s, was a
Rothschild firm of St. Louis, was a
rmnt. stores todny.
J'eul Stockbridse, representative for
the Armstrong-Turne- r Millinery com-
pany of, Denver, wafl a business Visit-
or in Las Vegas today.
George McDonald returned this aft-
ernoon from the Charles Cassidy
ranch where be has been on a visit
for the past few days.
John Brunton, who has been spend-
ing some time at Shoemaker, visiting
his father, Captain W. B. Brunton,
left last night for California.
C. D. Black of Mora came in tliis
morning from his ranch for a few
days' business visit. He reports eood
crops for Mora county this year
Harry V. Kelly of the firm of
National League
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
5 lbs. Black Walnuts 25c
5 10c Hair Nets 25c
2 lbs. Pickling Onions 25c
6 Percolator Tops. 25c
5 lbs. Green Chili for Pickling 25c
3 doz. red Jar Rubbers 25c
4 lbs. Red Cabbage 25c
3 boxes Pickling Spices 25c
C rolls Parafine Wax Paper 25c
3 bunches Dill Weeds 25c
3 cans Choice Bweet Potatoes 50c
5 lbs. Hays' Chick Food 25c
1 doz. Blue Points in the shell 35c
3 bunches Extra Choice Celery 25c
3 gal. Churn and Dasher S5c
1 doz. Jelly Glasses 35c
Mason Pint Fruit Jars, doz 75c
Mason Quart Fruit Jars, doz 90c
Mason gaJ. Fruit Jars, doz ?1,20
the house of bishops. This amend
II PCI If f iP li h ( Iff
f
ment, reported favorably by the com-
mittee on amendments, reads:
"Strike out section 3 of Article I and
insert in place thereof the following:
American Association
Columbus at Kansas City.
Louisivlle at Milwaukee.
Toledo at Minneapolis.
Jndianapolis at St. Paul; 2 games.
"Section 3. Upon the expiration of
the term of office of the presidin
,S
NEW OFFICERS ELECTED
Colorado Springs, Co., Sept. 11.
The American Public Health associa-
tion, which has been in session here
this week, this afternoon elected of-
ficers for the coming years as follows:
President Dr. W. C. Woodward of
Washington, D. C; health officer of
the District of Columbia.
Secretary Prof. Solskar M Gunn
of Boston, Massachusetts Institute of
Teachnology,
Treasurer Dr. Livingston Farrand
of New York city;
Vive President Dr. John TV Ander-
son, head of acteriologiral bureau of
the United States health service,
Washington, D. C; Dr. Mario Labredo,
president of the superior board, Cuba,
and Dr. C. J. Hastines of Toronto,
Canada.
Jacksonville, Fla., was chosen as
the place of meeting for the conven-
tion next year. Philadelphia ,; and
Rochester, N. Y., made a strong bid
for the prize.
bishop the general convention shall
elect the presiding bishop of the
Economy Pint Jars, doz $1.0 jailchurch. The house of bishops shall
Western League
Omaha at Denver.
Des Moines at Lincoln.
St. Joseph at Topeka.
Sioux City at Wichita.
Economy Quart Jars, doz $1.25
Economy 'fc-g- Jars, doz $1.C5
choose one of the bishops having jur-
isdiction within the United States to
be such presiding bishop by the vote
of a majority of all the bishops en
titled to vote in the house of bishops,
YESTERDAnjASEBALL
National League
CAHPfNTER NO HIS such choice to be subject to confirma-tion by the house of deputies.
"His term and tenure of office shall At Pittsburgh New York, 5; Pitts.AtiGUTER SIGHT be prescribed by canons of the gen
eral convention. His salary as pres'id burgh, 2,At St. Louis St. Louis, 2: Philaing bishop shall be fixed and paid byGross Kelly and Company, left yes
THE NEW YORK POLICE BELIEVEterday evening for Trinidad where he delphia,
1. ijk '
'
At Chicago Brooklyn, 3; Chlca
1.
the general convention.
"When for any reason a vacancy In
the office shall occur, or if by reason
will be for several days on business THEY KNOW SOMETHING OF
MURDER MYSTERY
.Mrs. Jennie Hazels of Washington Bos-
of infirmity the presiding'bishop shallMo., came in this afternoon and will At Cincinnati Cincinnati, 7;
ton, 4.become disabled, the house of bishopsremain in Las Vegas for several New York, Sept. ll.-H- . Bolian, an
Armenian carpenter, and his daughter
were sought today by detectives to
months for a visit with her son, David shall elect one of its number to act
ns nresidinc bishop until the next
"No Need To
Watch It"
Many- - a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the po-
liceman was at the
other end of his beat.
Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves. '
Let us wire your house for
, electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtain-
able at any price. Our ervice
it yours at minimum cost. '
Las Vegas Light &
Power Company
American LeagueHazels.
At Philadelphia Chicago, 5: Philashed light on the identity and deathM. O. Davis, an official of. the San meeting of the general convention."
Artice XI of the' constitution proof the young woman, portions of
vides that an amendment must first
ta Fe Railway company, came in last
night from his headquarters at La
Junta for a short business visit In
delphia, 3.
At Washington Washington,
Cleveland, 1.
At Boston Boston, 4; Detroit,
whose body were found in the Hudson
river within the week. Both the man
and the girl had disappeared.
KILLS FOUR
Buechenbeuren, Prussia, Sept. 11.
Four person? were killed and several
others badty injured here today by a
military aeroplane. The machine was
being used in connection with maneu-
vers of the Sixteenth Imperial army
corps and had just left the ground
when the pilot lost control and the
aeroplane plunged into a crowd of
spectators.
The was,, piloted by Lieu-
tenant Hans Schneider, and carried
Lieutenant Von Teubner as an ob-
server. As the machine ascended, a
gust of wind depressed the wings and
It swung quarter way around and cut
through a crowd of persons who had
gathered to watch the flight.
The propellers decapitated a gen-
darme, ,a woman, a civilian and a
Las Vegas. .
lJi
of
W"
At New York St. Louis, 10; NewBolian and his daughter lived
a block from the stores where
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoema
ker left last night for Chattanooga York. 7.
Tenn., where he will attend the na were purchased the pillow and the
paper wrapped around a portion oftional reunion of the Grand Army of Western LeagueAt Denver Omaha, 3; Denver, 2.the body. The clue which led detec
be proposed at a triennial meeting of
the general convention and, if adopt-
ed there, must be contlrmed by the
general conventiori at its next suc-
ceeding triennial meeting. In each
case, the resolution must be passed
by a majority of the whole number
of bishops entitled to vote in the
house of bishops and by a majority
of the clerical and lay deputies of all
the dioceses entitled to representation
in the house of deputies voting Dy
orders.
the Republic.
tives to Bolian s apartment was a At Wichita Witchita, 3; Sioux City,
S.
Mrs. K. Lourie and daughter. Miss
Dorothy, came in this aftersoon from
their home in New York city and
shirt, badly stained and discolored,
which some one' sent to a laundry In
the neighborhood a week ago. The
laundryman thought the stains might
2.
At Topeka Topeka, 6; St. Joseph
At Lincoln Des Moines, 3; Lincoln
will remain in Las Vegas for the next
several months as visitors.
be blood. They told detectives that child and mangled their bodies. Twothe garment had come from Bolian, other persons were fatally Injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tolette returned
last night from the Baker ranch
where they have been for the past IThe aviators were lnhurt.,
4. TODAY IN CONGRESS
STANDING OF THE CLUBSf.-- weeks on a fishing trip. Mr. Jefferson . Raynolds, President.
E. D Raynolds, Vice President S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier. - J -- '. H. Erie. Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
U. P. DISSOLUTION
This, with the finding of a woman's
undershirt, bloodstained al the neck
and waist, furnished the principal
clues the detectives were following to-
day. The woman's Bhirt was washed
upon the river bank not far from the
Nolette reports unusually large catch'
es New York, Sept. 11. Directors of
the Union Pacific railroad met toH. W. Master, general
of the Wheeling & Lake Erie rail day, hut took no action regarding disspot where a part of the body was position of the proceeds of the sale offoun. A human leg, believed to be
Washington, Sept. 11. senate: Met
at noon and after failing to agree on
a legislative program for next week,
adjourned at 1:18 p. m. until noon
Monday.
Committee investigating West Vir
way, will pass through Las Vegas
tonight on train No. 2 in his private
car on his way from California to
the corporation's Southern Pacificthat of the victim, also was found
yesterday at Keansburg, N. J., 20
National League
Club Won Lost Pet.
New York 89 43 .674
Philadelphia 77 50 .606
Chicago ... . 76 58 .567
Pittsburgh 71 62 .533
Boston .. 56 72 .438
Brooklyn 57 73 .438
Cincinnati
...57 80 .416
St. Louis
......47 92, .338
stock. Robert S. Lovett, chairman of
Kansas City. the board, said that the amount ofmiles from the body. -
Body Is Identified
G. M. Moore and R. H. Browne, who this money on hand Is approximately FIRST NATIONAL BANKginia mine strike heard coal operators. $68,000,000. He would not say howare traveling across the country by
automobile, stopped in Las Vegas last
The woman wha was murdered 10 House: Sent tariff bill to conier- - this sum was being employed at presdays ago and whose body4,was cut up ence.
and thrown Into the Hudson river, ; OF LAS, VEGAS, N. M.Continued debate on the administra
night, having come In from Corona.
They left this morning, honing to
reach Trinidad, s. They were guests
ent, but he asserted that it would not
be tied up in investments for any
great length of time.
American Leaguewas identified this afternoon as Mrs, tion currency bin.
Casper Janin of this city. Althoughof the Hotel Romaine while in Las
the head, arms and legs are missing, DROUGHT IS BROKEN
the back; The woman's husband made Kansas City, Sept. 11. Rain fell
Vegas.
Harry Haskell, local ticket agent
for the Santa Fe Railway company, the back. The womans husband made
the identification and told the police
today over the greater part of western
Htern Kansas. Thewill return, tp Las Vegas from French
tomorrow and resume his duties In the
Capital. $100,0003 Stjrplds, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
average precipitation over that disshe bad disappeared from her home
on August J.4.local' office. Mr. Haskell has been
located at French for the past few
weeks, doing relief work and taking a
APPOINTEES APPROVED
Washington, Sept. 11. Charles J.
Vopicka of Chicago was confirmed by
the senate today as minister to the
Balkan states. A strong fight had
been made on his, nomination.
Preston McGoodwin's nomination
as minister to Venezuela, another
contest, was approved by the foreign
relations committee and will come up
for confirmation soon. .JtfcGoodwin
lives at Oklahoma Uty. ft
i - H'
-- t
! "MEET jME IN HEAVEN"
Fayctteville! irk.i;Sept 11 Omer!
RACES START AT NOON
v
Syracuse,' N. 'Y.,. Sept. 11. The
trict was more than two inches ao. i
has giVen the soil the most thorough
soaking It has received since last
June. The rain was slow and steady,
accompanied by temperatures around
70 degrees, and in some places be
Club Won Lost Pet
Philadelphia 85 65 .644
Cleveland ... .80 55 .593
Washington 76 57 .571
Boston 67 63 .515
Chicago' 70 66 .515
Detroit 57 76 .429
St. Louis i..52 85 .380
New York 46 84 .354
Western League
Club Won Lost ' Pet.
Denver ..
.,, . .,,. ...,89 64
'
.622
Pes Moines, ..81 63 .552
Lincoln .', . r .77 68 .531
St.; Joseph ..... ,.73 70 " &i
Omaha 71 73 . .403
Topeka . 63 82 .462
Sioux City .........63 82 .435
Wichita ..' 56 89 .380
fourth and .final day's races of the
Grand circuit meeting, held here in
gan before daylight. A cool. wave in
connection with the New York State
fair, started at noon today because
of the long' program. The big race
Kansas and Missouri is forecast.
short vacation.
Miss Margaret Webster and 5'iss
Marie Mernin, who have been visiting
in Las Vegas for thg j'ast few(- weeks,
left list nightf for the Grand Tanyon
where' they, will,, rerbain for several
weeks. Miss ternin will return Jo
Los Vegas, while Miss Webster will
continue to the coast.
33 $1,050 FULLY EQUIPPEO AT 0110 iOHRain In Texasof the day was- - ant exhibition betweenPudie Archdale, the sensational trot-
ting mare, and Anvil, the speedy trot-
ting stallion.
Dallas. Tex., iSept. ll.--Tu- first Davis, an boy, was hanged
here today for the murder of Miss
Nellie Moneyhun, his school teacher.
general soaking rains that have fallen
in Texas for two months were veport-edtoda-
the precipitation since Sun fHe went to the scaffold protesting hisAUTO BANDIT KILLED
Hanover, Germany, Sept. 11. The Inoncence.
"Meet me In heaven," were his lastcareer or the Hamburg automobile
day having covered the entire state.
Crops and pasturage have been great-
ly benefitted, although at a few points
cotton picking was Interfered with.
bandits who looted the Communal WITH THE BOXERS.words as he assisted the deputy sher-iff In adjusting the noose.Savings bank at Wilhelmsburg, after
killing the cashier, was checked early
today at Ostejode, 50 miles southeast MADE LOW SCORE
Philadelphia, Pa. Sept. 11. The 1
Oklahoma Is Soaked
Enid, Okla., Sept. 11. Nearly two
Inches of rain fell here today and
heavy showers were reported from
many northwestern Oklahoma points.
PROGRESSIVES TO CONFER
Washington, 'Sept. ll.Senators
Cummins and Jones, representing the
committee of progressives and repub-
licans who 'demand a revision of the
rules of the republican party, expect
to confer Monday with Chairman
Hilles of the republican national com-
mittee in New Yorfc.j ' V"-
The senators wilt present the re-
quest of the "conciliation
committee" that the national commit-
tee be called at once to determ'.-- e
whether a republican national con-
vention shall ba called to revise the
party's rules covering representation
In conventions and the recognition of
delegates elected by the primary
lowest score made in the qualifying
round in the golf tour
of this city. One of the robbers was
killed and the other captured in a re-
volver fight with police and gen-
darmes. .
y s
nament for the individual champion-
ship today was brought in by J. H.
Sterns III of Princeton, who coveredHE ATTACKS EDUCATION
Birmingham, England, Sept. 11. A
The large clubs have been opened
in Milwaukee under the new Wiscon-
sin boxing law.
Manager Dan McKettrick has added
Tom Gavigan to his string of boxers
and will take him to Paris.
Ad Wolgast's poor showing in his
recent bouts has put the crusuc on h's
proposed return match with champion
Willie Ritchie.
Joe Rivers, the Mexican lightweight,
has received an offer tq box either
Tommy Murphy or' Leach Cross at
San Francisco the latter part of tha
mouth.
the 18 holes course in 80. :
Telephone or call and we will have oar demon-
strator show you
il
strong attack on modern education
made by'. Prof. Ernest Griffiths, pr'Cf In the. big trade with Cincinnati
ANOTHER SOUTHERN TRIP
London, Sept. 11. J. Foster Stack-houB- e,
who was intimately associated
with the late Captain Seott. in organ-
izing the fateful expedition to the
south poie, is 'arranging for another
trip to the Antarctic. The plans are
for the expedition to start from Lon-
don in 1915.
fessor of philosophy at the Univer 1 ulast winter, whereby
Tinker went to
the Reds, the Cubs evidently picked
the right boy when they named Hump- -
sity of South Wales and Monmouth-
shire, was a feature at today's ses Phone Main 344.
sion of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science.
reys; He turned out to be Evers star
twlrler.SnbscrtDe for The Optic.
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East, of the New Mexico Meridian. 6e LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFFSHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BE3T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In the District Court of the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, Sitting in and for the Coun-
ty of San Miguel.
15he OPTIC
and being the same property describ-
ed In a patent from the United States
of America, dated January 21, 1909,
and recorded In Book 71, page 666,
of records of deeds in the office of
THEJD CUE
Pretty Romance Woven Around
a Motion Picture Film
Expedition.
Henry W. Kelly..
the County Clerk of said San MiguelPlaintiff,
vs. No.7549. SOCIETY DIRECTORYCounty, and more particularly bound-ed as follows:Joel P. Whitney, et als.,
Beginning at corner No. 1, situateDefendants.
To .Joel P. Whitney, Cleofas Baca CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F, A
de Casaus, Hilarlo Baca, Eloi Baca, A. M. Regular com-
munication first, and
L. O. O., MOOSE Meets second an,1
fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhUl,
on the south boundary of the Pueblo
do Pecos Grant, at west 10 chains
from the third mile corner in Town-
ship fifteen north of Range "twelve
east; thence south 13 degrees east 46
chains to corner No. 2; thence south
COLUMNFrederlco Baca, Aurelia Baca, Abe'-lin- aIt. de Baca, Fred Walsen, Cora
Walsen Shannon, Freda Walsen Ren-sha-
Mrs. Allen Chamberlain, Alex
third Thursday m
ach month. Visiting
brothers cordially
Win. P. Mills,
Or is It cheBtuut?. 1b she going to
paddle her own canoe?"
Carteret's low toned 'mumble men-
tioned a place not on the summer tour-ibt'-
map. Doggedly he finished his
job, and the little trim canoe stood
resplendent in Its coat of red. Vivian
came out to look at It, and she was
rpdiant.
"It's so dear of you, Mr. Carteret,
to hurry It for me," she said. "I'll
pay for It tomorrow, and for your
time"
Carteret's response was very fervid.
He wanted no pay for this work of
love. He adored her. He was her
villing slave.
"Are you really?" she mused. "Then
wait for me down at the bend of the
river tomorrow at sunset; just where
the rapids end."
The following morning four
strangers arrived at Indian Neck, They
were men, with certain curious arti-
cles of baggage, and they hired the
corner suite of the hotel, and mixed
not with the local gathering of wits
hi the corridors or office. They went
over the ground on both sides of the
ff.ilw nnd the rapids carefully during
the forenoon. The noon tralti brought
live more, three women and two men,
and Vivian herself greeted them like
loiit? delayed and welcome guests. Site
ander Levy, Rebecca Marquez de RATES ADVEP- - W. M., H, 8 . t'an Petten, Secretary.TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTSSena, Andres Marquez, Guadalupe
By JOHN DARLING.
She came along the end of July U
Indian Neck, the prettiest girl the
resort bad ever seen.
Carteret took a hasty glance at the
hotel registry as Beggsie, the official
totcr of suitcases, led her away to her
room.
"Vivian Lovejoy," he read. "Oh,
Vivian, you are like a lone rosebud
in the famished desert. Vivian,
.Vivian"
"Shut up. Don't be a cad," mut-
tered Don, stuffing his big tanned
,liands into his linen trousers pockets,
Und staring moodily after the girl.
("Even if we do happen to be the
jumping off place in the summer re-
sort line, you don't have to act like a
Marquez de Chene, The First National
Bank of Santa Fe, Fred Z. Salamon, LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Re- -H. Z. Salamon, Mary E. Chapman,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-
day of the month in the vestry rooms
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock n.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in-
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.
Flve cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than twoCharles
C. Chapman, Bertha Chap
day in each month at Ma
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
sonic Temple at 7:8 9. m. Q. H.
KinkeL K. C.; Chan. Tarone.
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
man, Elizabeth C. Donald, Mrs. Robert
Forsythe, Francisca Padilla de Cha-
ves, Reyes Padilla, Anastaclo-Padilla- ,
Teodoro Valdez, Antonio Valdez, Ra-
fael Martin y Trujlllo, Higlnio Martin,
Anna Maris Rodriguez, Francisca Pa-
dilla, Felipe Mares, Inez Mares, Guada-
lupe Mares, Meliton Mares, Eulogio
Mares, Encarnaclon Mares, Eutimio
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
grinning idiot. Vv'onder why she ever AL ARCH MASONS Regular conlanded here."
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on S?xth street. All vlt'tine
brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. P. Fries, N. O.; Gns Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.
39 degrees east 1 mile and 40 chains
to corner No. 3; thence south 5 de-
grees east 40 chains to corner 4;
thence south 24 degrees east 75 chains
to corner No. 5; thence east 1 mile 20
chains to corner No. 6; thence south
40 degrees east 15 chains to corner
No. 7; thence south 39 degrees east
2 miles 25 chains to corner No. 8;
thence south 62 degrees east 65
chains 38 links to corner No. 9;
thence north 1 mile 47 chains 70
links to corner No. 10; thence north
6 degrees 55 minutes west 42 chains
to corner No. 11; thence north 42
degrees 30 minutes west 95 chains to
corner No. 12; thence north 46 de-
grees west 38 chains to corner No. 13;
thence west 14 chains to corner No.
14; thence north 52 degrees west 33
chains to corner No. 15; thence north
57 degrees west 20 chains to corner
No. 16; thence north 54 degrees west
18 chains to corner No. 17; thence
north 56 degrees cast 24 chains to
corner No. IS; thence north 47 de-
grees west 43 chains to corner No.
But the fact remained that she had
took them out and showed them her
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: 3D p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Mares, Higlnio Mares, Pablo Mares,
LW-i- it Blood, Secretary.
Ignaclo Baca, Preciliana Baca, Estevan
Baca, Luciano Baca, Francisco Baca,
Eplmenia Baca, Teofila.Baca, Gavino
Baca, Pilar Baca, The Unknown Heirs
of Manuel Baca y Ortiz, The Un
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.T fin.Mnii.Piim imHiiimtWM i
S. Meets first and third , Fridays
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of 'Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.known Heirs of Fred Walsen, The Un-
known Heirs of B. Jesus Marquez, The J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
- 1 . rt T .. .1 "41nIr. rr WJUnknown Holrs of Truman F. Chap Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone
Main 329. Montague, Local Deputy. Visitine
members are especially welcome! vd
cordially invited.
man, The Unknown Heirs of Francisca
Padilla de Chavez, The Unknown
Heirs of Reyes Padilla, The Unknown
WANTED Place for two girls to
board while attending Normal, with
nice private family; religious pre-
ferred. Write J. M. Ackerman,
Lamy, N.. M.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor-
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi-
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Baily, Treasurer.
LOCAL TIME CARD
WANTED Position as stenographer
by competent young lady two years
landed, and from her preparations, it
was seen she meant to stay. She
took the best room left, one over-
looking the falls and the sweep of
rapids clear around the bend of the
headland that gave the place its
name. Every day she went to the(
pine grove above the falls, and strolled
around alone, studying every point of
land. After lunch she took the path
the falls and walked up ard
down first on one side, then crossing
the little bridge to the other.
Carteret tried to join her to explain
the beauties of the place and the old
'.legend of the falls. They were not so
Very high, hardly over ninety feet,
lut even In the summer they were
turbulent, fed by the lake above.
"You see," Carteret would say, "In-
dians used to be around here, and they
h'dd a custom of Bending one girl
i'"r the falls every year In a red(ran ne for a sort of sacrifice to the
'spirit, of the falls."
"I have heiird of the custom before,"
-
.id Vivian. "At Niagara they did it,
.1 1 think, Hut these falls seem
rr Rym'H for the leap to be fatal."
"It's the rocks under the water.
They're like jagged teeth, and they
r.p the bottom out of any boat that
s over. If she did get to the bot-d;.:-
of the falls the rocks In the
apida would catch her. Nice little
pl;.n, wasn't it?"
"It's a wonderfully picturesque place.
I. think it is just what I have been
'linking for."
"Artist?"
She smiled and shook her head,
turning her parasol so he could not
watch her.
red canoe, and Carteret stood in the
oiling and meditated on the develop-
ments of the case.
But Don did more. He stopped dead
short on his way past the party at
the foot of the hotel step?, and beamed
down on "Littk' !: 1 Head," as he
dubbed her
"What fer- - yrn to do with
that canoe?"
She dimpl'-.- .;. lievous'ly, and met
his gaze fairly.
"If you are down below the rapids
at sundown tonight, you will see, Mr.
Marden, and I'm hoping you will be."
The tallest man in the new lot of
guests approached.
"Fosaibly you are not" aware, sir,"
he began in friendly fashion, "that
our Miss Lovejoy is known from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast."
"Oh, Mr. Kitson," pleaded Vivian,
flushing. "Don't. I haven't told any-
one here, and I've had such a good
time all by myself. It will be bad
enough when it's over."
Don looked the whole aggregation
over deliberately. He turned again to
Vivian.
"You're going to shoot the falls in
that canoe, aren't you?"
"Well, what if I should?" She
at him.
"Nothing, only this. I'll be In the
rapids at the foot to get you out if
you do."
"You keep out of it, boy," warned
Kitson, kindly. "This Is business."
"I'll be there," repeated Don, dog-
gedly, and stalked away to his fishing.
And at sundown Indian Neck had
its first big thrill of the entire season.
The red canoe was borne to the lake
East Ecund
Arrive
. 9:10 p. m...
experience, good references,, col Depart
9:ir p mlege graduate. XYZ, Optic. No.
NO;
19; thence north 30 degrees west 6
chains to corner No. 20; thence north
13 degrees east 71 chains to corner
No. 21, situate., on said south boun-
dary of Pueblo de Pecos grant ; thence
west three miles ten chains to corner
No. 1, the place of beginning; con-
taining secen thousand three hundred
forty-tw- o and 06-- 1 00 (7342.06) acres;
according to the special plat of survey
certified by the Surveyor General,
July 20, 1S93, on file in the General
Land Office of the United States.
And you and each of you are further
notified that unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in said
.11:05 p. m 11:03 p. m.
2..
4..
i.. 2:05 a. m....2:10 a. m.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.
WANTED Good native second' girl,
one willing to stay nights. Apply
1029 Seventh St.
No. !0 1:45 p. m.... 2:10 p. m.
West Bound
Arrive Depart
No. 1.... 1:20 p. m.... 1:45 p. m.
No.- 3. ...... 6M0 a. m.... 6:15 a. m.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 p. m.
No. 9.... 6:35 p. m. .. 7:00 p. mFOR SALE Thoroughbred bull pups.
T. A. Akers.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
'. urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
cause on or before the 8th day cf
October, 1913, judgment will be ren-
dered in said cause "against you
by default and decree pro confesso en FOR SALE
' CHEAP Good gentle
ATTOKNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker;
Attorneys-at-La-
saddle pony; Inquire at Y. M. C. A.
Heirs of Anastacio Padilla, The Un-
known Heirs of Teodoro Valdez, The
Unknown Heirs of Antonio Valdez,
The Unknwn Heirs of Rafael Martin
y Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of
Higinio Martin, The Unknown Heirs
of Josefita Martin y Padilla, The Un-
known Heirs of Anna Maria Rodriguez,
The Unknown Heirs of Francisca Pa-
dilla, The Unknown Heirs of Felipe
Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Inez
Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Guada-
lupe Mares, The Unknown Heirs of
Meliton Mares, The Unknown Heirs
of Eulogio Mares, The Unknown Heirs
Encarnaclon Mares, The Unknown
Heirs of Eutimio Mares, The Unknown
Heirs of Higlnio Mares, The Unknown
Heirs of Pablo Mares, the Unknown
Heirs of Ignaclo Baca, The Unknown
Heirs of Preciliana Baca, The
Heirs of Estevan Baca, The Un-
known Heirs of Luciano Baca, The
Unknown Heirs of Francisco Baca,
The Unknown Heirs of Epimenia Ba-
ca, The Unknown Heirs of Teofila
Baca, The Unknown Heirs of Gavino
Baca, The Unknown Heirs of Pilar
Baca, The Unknown Heirs of Francis-
co Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of
Diego Padilla, The Unknown Heirs of
Bartolome Martinez, The Unknown
Heirs of Josefa Marquez, The Un-
known Heirs of Cesario Marquez, The
Unknown Heirs of Juan Marquez, The
Unknown Heirs of Juanita Padilla de
Marquez, The Unknown Heirs of Ro-sari- a
Marquez, The Unknown Heirs of
Juan Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of
Tomasa Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs
of Jesus B. Marquez, The Unknown
FOR SALE Full blooded Scotch col
lie, 6 weeks old. Call Purple 54S2. Las Vegas, iNew mbaiu;
"No. I'm just an ordinary summer
DENTISTStramp. Where is Mr. Harden?"
"Fishing," laconically.
FOR SALE Cheap, team of ponies,
buggy and' harness. Inquire' S03
tered against you therein.
The attorneys for plaintiff in the
above entitled cause are Francis C.
Wilson whose p'ostoffice and business
address is Santa Fe. N. M and Steph-
en B.Davis, Jr., whose postoffice and
business address 1 East Las Vegas,
New Mexico;
Witness my hand and the seal of
the said court this 19th day of August,
1913.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO,
1 S Clerk.
"He goes fishing every day, doesn't DR. F. B. HUXMANNGrand ' avenue.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street,, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flore-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M. "'
For Rattt
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
above the falls. And there appeared
sundry wild tribesmen, painted chief.s
and braves who bore a found niaiaen
to the canoe, and danced a frantic
dance around her, before they pushed
the canoe away on its voyage over
the falls.
On the shisre the film machine
worked steadily. Another one was
waiting at the rapids, and Kitson as
the lover brave was ready to dash In
and save the girl in the red canoe,
when Carteret dashed along the lower
bank as the canoe went over the falls.
"It will be ripped upon the rocks!"
he yelled, but there already strode
through the rapids a tall, ungainly
FOR RENT Rooms over York's
be?"
"Every day," assented Carteret hap-
pily. "Just below the raplda about
quarter of a mile."
"Can he swim?"
"We all swim here." He looked
.down at her with sudden suspicion.
Why was she asking all these ques-
tions about Don Harden, the one man
Lt the Neck who did not appeal to
He was tall and decidedly
homely. He had no chivalrous ways,
no little attentive tricks to woo them
by. He was short spoken and roughly
dressed. Rainy days when the other
FOR RENT Four sunny rooms forCHICHESTER S PILLS
yr?. BRAM. A light housekeeping. 721 Fourta
street:I&ilEpiI
Ask your IruKelt for a
I'hl.cfeeiMer's Diamond JtrnndVIMiiHia Red nd Vuld metallic
hoxos. sealed witii Blue Ribbon.
Tai.e no other. Jliiv of vanr VlruUt. Askfnrmi.CIIEH.TERS FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
figure, Marden in his trouting boots IHAA'Oftlf JtKAflll i'lL.U for BSyears known as Best, 5"'t, Always Reliablea nguests of the hotel kept to the shelter I. finding his way surely among the light housekeeping with bath. b02Main streetiW SOU! BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHEREof the verandas living room, he rocks and deep boles. Had he not Heirs of Benito J. Marquez, The Un
'4CSD aWKSJBWBOW FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms.
From' Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any.
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery . 20c per lOOilbs-- ,
1000 'to 2000 lbs, each delivery 25c per 100-lb-
200 to 1000 lbs,,each delivery - .40c per 100 lbs
50 to-20- lbs, each delivery f. ..50c per 100 lbss--
Las; Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
Phoae Main. 227 1200 Lincoln. Av
known Heirs of James J. Whitney, The
Unknown ellirs of Anna Caroline Mi 710 Grand' avenue.
Houghton, The Unknown Heirs of l--or YOU IJuanita Padilla de Rodriguez, The Un FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
threaded them for years, seeking the
hidden lurking places of the rainbow
beauties and their speckled brothers.
For one blinding instant the canoe
went out of sight In the boiling, surg-
ing mass of water at the foot of the
falls. Then it appeared, twirling like
an autumn leaf in the swift current
that led straight for the rapids.
On the lower bank were two of the
men, Kitson and another, ready o go
to the rescue,- but they seemed to
keeping. 921 Lincoln;This elegant Rogers'
I
known Heirs of Feliciana Padilla, The
Unknown Heirs of Refugia Padilla,
The Unknown Heirs of Salome Padil-
la, The Unknown Heirs of Chepeta
Padilla de Valdez, The Unknown Heirs
of Jesus Padilla, The Unknown Heirs
staked forth with a placid grin on
his face and the rain dripping from
his old felt hat, with a fishing rod
balanced in one hand and a basket
in the other.
"Is he anybody special?" Vivian
asked once, watching his stalwart,
jitooped figure stalk down to the glen.
"He acta as If he always did just as
"he pleases."
"He came here because the fishing
:1s good. He comes every year. No-hod-
knows who he Is. He comes for
July and August, then goes away.','
Carteret gave the information grudg-
ingly. "Don't be interested in him.
ile's a dub, a perfect dub." It was
the only term that seemed to fit Don
FOR RENT Five room cottage- on
hill. Phone Pufple 5301.Silver Spoon1
have lost their nerve. But before the Foundof Teodoro Padilla, The Unknown
Heirs of Fred Z. Salamon, The Un-
known Heirs of H. Z. Salamon, and
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR--- -
It 's giving; you
The Unknown Claimants of Interests
COW; 2 years old; Drown with white
in face and between fore legs, left
ear slit, indistinguishable brand on
right ribs, taken up on Anderson
ranch, on Mora road,. 7 miltes north
of Las Vegas..
r-- RETAIL PRICES
2;300 lbs-- , op More, Each Del very 20c per 100 lb.
1i,300 lbs., to, 2,000 lbs.,. Each DHery 25c per 100 lb.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each DaWvery 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs.,. t 200 Iba Each D4ivery ; 40c fr 100 lbs.
Less than 50 Iba, Each Delivery .....50o per 100. lbs.
AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Stores, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Imtlng Qualities- ot Whtek Have Made Las Vega Tamoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
red slip of a boat could get into the
maw of the rocks that yawned above
the eddying water, Don Marden had
seized it. Vivian lay in it, holding
to the safety belt they had fastened
about her and the ropes that had been
fastened as handles on each side of
the canoe. Her hair was streaming
over her shoulders. There was no
fear in her eyes, only a great wonder-
ment. And while Don cut the leather
s I
a l
Marden. "I would do anything in the
In the premises adverse to the plain-
tiff, (being the premises hereinafter
described), defendants In the above
entitled cause.
world for you.
She smiled at him, looking up from a present for doII. 1the letter he had Just brought to her.
It was the letter she had waited for You, and each of you, are hereby ing something
over two weeks. They were coming you d do hny Lostthe next day, Kitson, Bayly and the belt, and lifted her In his arms, the notified that the above entitled cause,In which you are defendants and Hen-
ry W. Kelly Is plaintiff, has been com-
menced and is now pending in the
film machines worked steadily, until
he reached the bank with her wbere
Carteret stood, a limp, helpless wreck.
LOST Hand grip containing fishin
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS ill jfih ji?rr"""We can use it all right, Miss Love tackle, between Onava and
Las Ve-
gas. Finder report to Optic and re
district court of the Fourth Judicial
District of the State of New Mexico,joy," Kitson said that night, when
Test. There was not another hour to
jlose. She leaned forward to Carteret(with a look in her lovely dark eyea
Hhe had never seen there. He noticed
jXow her hair curled around her tern--
:es and hid her ears. She was dis--
actingly pretty, not beautiful, but
puBt pretty, pretty as a girl could be.
!iie thought.
"Can you get me a red canoe?" she
FLOUR realb is. ceive reward.she made her appearance on the ve sitting in and for the County of San
Miguel, the general object of said ac
So
I I '.
I55 ,i
gee
CO Q- -
M
When the. hnwola fcfil uncomfort
tion being to quiet the title of plain-
tiff in and to certain premises des
able and you miss the exhilarating
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
randa.. "You did fine, that's all I can
say. You kept your nerve, and It was
some drop over the falls, too. It'll be
a good film, and we'll change the story
around a bit to let this gentleman
into it."
"You needn't bother," Don returned.
Made by GER--
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
cribed in plaintiff's complaint and toihked. "And not tell anyone? I want
feeling that always follows a copious
morning operation, a dose of HER-BIN- E
will set you right in a couple
of hours. If taken at bedtime you
set its beneficial effect after break
it tomorrow morning surely." obtain a decree establishing his said
title and barring and estopping each rCarteret promised. He would haveTiromised the evening star if she har!
;irked for It In that tone. AH that
He had been talking to Vivian quietly
fast next day. Price 50c. Sold byone of the defendants in,
said cause
from having or claiming any right, title SPOON IT 'S Central Drue; Co. Adv ,
for about an hour in a Secluded cor-
ner, and even Carteret could not fath-
om the meaning of their glances now.
day in the rain he hunted a red canoe 1 X X GENUINE WM.fi bere was not such a thing at Indian MS...or interest in or to the said premises
or any portion thereof; plaintiff also Professional Health Culture for Ladles'eck, he was told, but down the river
hhree miles, he found a canoe hauled
'vp beside an old cabin, and its owner
MRS. .OLLIE SHEARER
"Miss Lovejoy has Just told me she
would marry me as soon as she gets
back home, and I don't think we'll
let you have that red canoe film. Xou! j arted with it for a weekly rental General Massage,
Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massaga, Manicure
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH-GRE- Y
(STER-
LING) FINISH
asks for general relief and for judg-
ment for costs.'
The premises described In the com-
plaint In said cause and Involved
therein, and as to which plaintiff
seeks to establish bia title, are de-
scribed as follows:
;.2led paint he found at the village
;s tore, and another bill changed hands
that he might turn the canoe upside
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
put your priee on it, and I'll send the
check when you hand the destroyed
strips. You scared all my trout away
with your confounded acting, and It
will take me a yea to coax them
daasifle4 ad. search out the people to whom among Mi -
those who MIGHT BIT tis particular thlmg la worth moat
That property rou want to sell la WORTH MOST v
who reads the ads. In thl aowspaper and womld ew kefir
your property unless It were advertised her.
Othera, who read and ana er ada. In tola aewiaper waat laa
are anxious to pay cash lor) books, automobiles, sued maehlrj
and furniture, articles of s illness of any sort, and mmaleal (
atrumenta.
' As the classified ads. are read by all poaaivla bayaia, of all k
alble sorts of tiuc Oiey k,v corns to b finders of the bast buu
tets.
le,v.n In the hotel rarn and paint it
"Put in plenty of dryer, old man,'
advised Don, taking a last look at back.' That "certain tract of land and real
estate, situate, lying and being In the"Take us a year, Don," corrected,i:m before dinner. "You're doing; :.e. Who's it for? The little red EMPRESS I
can be oVh ICounty of San Miguel and State
ofVivian, gently.(Copyright, 1913. by the McClur Newspa-per Syndicate.)
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AMO
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HER. MAN
429 GRAND AVE.
.d?"
"Aw, shut up, can't you?" groaned
C rtoret 'huskily. "You shouldn't br
's!!(!'d to speak of a girl."
'V.o? She has red hair, hasn't flio?
New Mexico, commonly called the Los
Trigos Grant, lying In Townships 14
and 15. North of Range 12 East, and
Tnwnshia 14. North, of Range 13
Many a fellow boasts that 1x9 tiew-- r
drinks alone because he always wuiu
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERSfor somebody to ask bint
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
Optic Office and get your GO-CYCL- E.
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the GO-CYC- LE is yours.
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Please enter my subscription to the Las Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for Iym2Z for which 1 agree Vegas Optic for lyZZ for which I agreeto pay In advance $ to pay In advance S
Name., ' " r Name ;
Address Address '
Go-Cyc- le to be v Go-Cyc- le tp be
given absolutely free to given absolutely free toName cf boy or &irl
v NitDc of boy or girl
'1c: 1
6 Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to
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IMPROVEMENTS
Mk,.,n-nfmt- iiiu-ji- . i""'"lM In W
'ijJ.Jf'1!,. uifn: Mil f tuna t'f tNjufjuiiI?" ' ' il LOCAL NEWS j A FEATURE FILM
AT PHOTOPLAYun ffi Pinon i yllw 1," '' 7 c,k FOR
NOTHING HAS EVER BEEN MADE
TO TAKE THE PLACE OF A
BISSELL'S CARPET
SWEEPER.
ALL ROADS
Il I IIIUIIV I VVIIIII - I pi i"'B eveumg.
TONIGHTiI N NEEDOur Fall Opening of Millinary is
now on display. Mrs. Standish. Adv. It Remains (he House Wifes Reliable Servant
The younger set of the Commercial
club will give a dance 'this evening
in the club rooms.
"GOOD FOR EVIL" IS THE TITLE
OF TWO-REE- SHOW AT POP-
ULAR PLAYHOUSE
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND
HIGHWAY BOARD DECIDE
UPON A PROGRAM
Cauliflower
Mangoes
Cabbage
Green Tomatoes
Celery
Cucumbers
Chili
Onions
Catholic ladies' 10 cent social and
We have a complete line of Bisseli's
Sweepers on hand all the time ranging
in price from
$2.50 to $6.00
dance at O. R. C. hall Thursday night
Music by Mrs. Simison. Adv.
The Photoplay theater tonight will
run a two-ree- l Fielding feature film,
entitled "Good for Evil." This pic-
ture is said to be an excellent one.
Romaine Fielding takes the part of
John Field, Burton King depicts the
character of Burt Mason, and Adele
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
AdT,
If You Have a Bi sell's Sue per You Don'tNeed a Bacuum Cleaner
The county commissioners and the
San Miguel county road board held a
short business session yesterday af-
ternoon at the court house for the pur-
pose of making final arrangements
for the beginning of the work; that is
to be done on the country highways.
The meeting proved satisfactory in
every way and the prevailing spirit
of the afternoon showed that the two
united bodies would accomplish no
little good within the next three
months.
It was decided that work on all
J. C. JOHNSEN Sc SON
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"
We Have all of Them
STEARNS' STORE
Fifty colored recruits from Colum-
bus, O., passed through Las Vegas this
afternoon on train No. 1 on their way
to Arizona, where they will enter the
regular service.
county roads should start at once.Word was received in Las Vegas
this morning to the effect that George
Post, at one" time a resident of this
BUY AM AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Insure Prompt Oallverlem at minimum Expense
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, eliable in operation cheaper thn horse power
Among the roads which will be repair-
ed by the commissioners are the San-
ta Fe trail, the Mora road, Canyon del
Agua road, the Los Alamos road, and
city and well known here, died Mon
day in St. Louis.
Lane appears as Grace Brooks. A
short synopsis of the play follows;
At good old Princeton, two chums.
John Field and Burt Mason, separate
after graduation to go their way and
fight the battle of life. John goes to
Tucson, Ariz., and Burt to New York.
John, out west, meets Grace Brooks
and falls in love. They finally e
engaged, although Grace hardly
realizes the grand passion. In New
York Burt goes the pace the kills, and
his doctor finally sends him out west
to save his life. He writes and tells
John that he is on his way to Join
him.
Arriving at Tucson, Burt and Grace
meet, and it Is a case of love at first
sight. They tell John and are mar-
ried, and Field, broken-hearte- en-
ters a mission and becomes a monk.
Years pass; Burt goes to the bad and
reduces his wife and child to p'nerty.
He then resolves to desert them, and,
others needing repairs.
L ., - - The funeral services of Patrick Dev Several good road builders in the
county will be employed and no doubt
a great amount of work will be accom
lin, who died Monday night, were
held this morning from the Church
plished. Word reached Las Vegas thisof Our Lady of Sorrows. Interment
was in Mount Calvary cemetery.HOTEL morning that State Engineer JamesA. French, upon learning that thecounty commissioners ind the roadThe Las Vegas council of the board of San Miguel county had comeKnights of Columbus will hold its
regular meeting tonight at the 0. R. together for the purpose of making
good roads, had made arrangementsC. hall. All members of the councilROJ1AINE. for the immediate removal of the gang " W w Vand visiting brothers are invited tobe present. of convicts at present employed at
Lamy to San Miguel county. These
convicts will work at Tecolote on theThe Hotel Romaine has engaged a
road to Santa Fe.number of competent gaiters at Den
ver. These Interesting young people
are expected to arrive some time to GOOD ROAD WORK WASday. They are thoroughly competent
and are expected to improve the serv
stealing a horse, starts for the rail-
road station. He is pursued, and be-
ing badly wounded, seeks refuge in
the mission, where John protects him.
The deserted wife is taken back to
her parents' home. John convinces
Burt of his sin and takes him to his
wife to seek "forgiveness. Influenced
by John's pleas, Grace takes her hus-
band back and the monk returns to
his Mission, his soul filled with "The
peace that passeth understanding."
This picture will be shown tonight
only at-th- Photoplay.
Investigate its merits and obtain full particiilprs from
CHARLES ILFELD COMPfHV, agentsice at the hotel fully 60 per cent.
Dinner Sept J2th, J9J3
Dining Room open from 6 to 7(30 P. M.
SGUP
Beef Broth with Vermicelli
RELISHES
Chow Chow Radishes
DONE NORTH OF HERE
DR. W. T. BROWN TELLS OF THE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF, GOOD
The Al G. Barnes big three-rin- g
circus will arrive in Las Vegas at 6
ROADS DAY
o'clock tomorrow morning, according
to the local railway officials. Every
kid in the city will be up at 5 o'clock
in view of this fact, and it will be one
big day for everybody.
Dr. W. T. Brown, of the Valniura
THE OLD RELIABLE
BAIN WAGONIndustrial sanitarium, the father ofthe Good Roads Jay movement, wasin Las Vegas today filled with satis-
faction over the way in which the
FARMERS' INSTITUTE
HERE NEXT WEEK
MEATS
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef, Au Jus
Baked Fish Au Gratin
Fricassee of Veal
highways were Improved on the date
set apart for that purpose. Dr. Brown j
says that the people of Watrous did
The special train carrying the ma'i
carriers of Brooklyn and New Yorl'
city on their way home from Cali-
fornia, where they have been attend
Ing the national meeting of the Mail
Carriers' Association of the United
States, will pass through Laa Vegas
at 7 o'clock this evening. Another
special, carrying the mail carriers of
Philadelphia, will pass through here
valiant work, as did those of Wagon
Mound, where all the stores were
H. M. BAINER OF THE SANTA FE
WILL TALK," OTHER GOOD
SPEAKERS
ENTREE
Apple Fritters 1closed for the entire day and thepopulace turned out and labored with
vim.
Dr. Brown says the result of thetomorrow evening.
VEGETABLES
Mashed Potatoes Stewedl Onions in Cream
Pickled Beets
work has been tho improvement of
Dr. Jacob Landau, spiritual director 1 iVjthe two Sapello crossings, placeswhich have given travelers by auto-
mobile the greatest of difficulty in
r5of Temple Montefiore, will speak to-
morrow night at the temple on the
subject of "The Drama." This is
to be a most Interesting ad
DESERTS
Vanilla Ice Cream Pear Pie
Mixed Cookies
recent years. Dr. Brown said he made
the crossings on second gear this
morning; every automobile driver
knows what that signifies. Eighteen
a iyydress, as Dr. Landau is a well readand highly gifted speaker. The lecture
men and nine teams worked in thewill be a part of the regular Friday
The first address to the farmers'
institute to be conducted in Las Vegas
by II. M. Bainer of the agricultural de-
partment of the Santa Fe railway,
will take place next Wednesday after-
noon at the Commercial club rooms.
Talks of interest to every farmer will
be given and it is hoped that a direct
benefit may be obtained from this
institute.
The meeting is to be free; tho.re
Is to be no charge- of any kind. H. II.
Simpson of the animal husbandry de-
partment of the New Mexico Agricul-
tural college will be among the speak-
ers. C. B. Potter of this city also
will address the meeting. H.. M. Bain-
er will act as the official chairman.
Among the subjects to be discussed
are "Live Stock and Dairying," "Han-
dling of Cream and Separators" and
"Silo and Feed Crops." All these sub
vicinity of Watrous, where good workevening services at the temple. The
was done. Wagon Mound had a muchpublic Is invited to attend. The serv
ices will begin at 8 o'clock.
DRMKS
Tea Coffee Milk Postum Iced Tea Cccoa
Buttermilk
Cheese ' Crackers ,
larger delegation at work. Dr. Brown
says that Cood Roads day proved
that united, intelligent work upon theTwo men named William and Henry Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
roads can accomplish a great deal,
even in the short space of 12 hours.Emery,
of Granbury, Tex., are wanted
at their home at that place at once
to settle an estate that has been left
Try a dram of Oid Taylor Bourbontheir family. Thi3 information was
received in Las Vegas this morning, at the Opera Bar. Adv.
an yanyone knowing the whereabouts jects will be of intense interest to evof these men will kindly communicateAT THE HOME OF- - With A. M. Dobbs of (Sfanbury, Tex
Relatives have written Deputy CounTOE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE NEW HOSPITAL BUILDING FUND
ILLUSTRATED i LECTURE COURSE
ty Assessor Enrique Armijo and ask
ery farmer. It is hoped that the at-
tendance at this meeting will he large.
Secretary Stark of the Commercial
Club is making arrangements to ad-
vertise the meeting on the mesa so
that a large delegation from that sec-
tion of the county will attend.
ed him to assist in the search.
Doubtless there will be some in- -
ouiry among Las Vegas folk as to
whether the Edgar Larson killed in
CONCORD
GRAPES
j
Pueblo today was the man by that
name who formerly resided in Las
Veeas and was employed by The
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent
of the Valmora Industrial sanitarium,
says that the Indians engaged in mak-
ing pottery at that institution expect
to fire on Saturday. Las Vegas peo-
ple are invited to be present.
Optic. Inquiry this afternoon could
..t:
Fancy Peaches For Preserving. Per
'rv Box S1.25
Concord Grapes. Per Basket 50c
All Other Fruits far Preserving at Low-
est Market Price
Col.R.E.TWITCHBLL,Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS
not connect the former Las Vegan
with the man who met ah unfortunate
death under the wheels of a train.
The Edear Larson known to Las SHOT AT DOCTOR
Vegans was located in San Francisco Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. Christopher
a few months ago, and had charge of Valacich, an Austrian who came here
recently from Salt Lake City, todaythe shoe department of a large store.
The account of the accident at Pu fired two shots at Dr. R. AM, after
eblo occupies a position on the front
page of this edition of The Optic. Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND
THE GRAAF h HAYWARD CO.
STO RE Alleging that negligence
on the part
of the city was responsible for a pain-
ful accident of which she was the vic
calling at the , physician's office for
treatment for pains In the heid The
shots went wild and Dr. Albi overpow-
ered his assailant after a struggle and
summoned the police. The authorities
believe Valacich is demented.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE Household goods. Call
tomorrow 922 Douglas Avj.
tim early In July of this year, Mrs.
Ella Elizabeth Reed has brought suit
PER BASKET
I - I
1 AT 1
1 I
against the city of Las Vegas for $5,-00-
Mrs. Reed, while walking home
his bewhispered lips. The state law
will necessitate a further Interval of
a few days before marriages are sol from a theater one evening in July, 1 SEASON TICKETS ,
.
: $1.50
stumbled over an inquality in theemnized, but the new clerk had hardly
taken Ms oath of office before he be-
gan dealing, out legal certificates to
wed. j ' " . SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS 50c
KISSES COUNTY CLERK
Sparta, Wis.,. Sept 11 Tbo ban
on matrimony in this county, caused
by the recent death of the county
clerk, a necessary functionary In is-
suing licenses, was lifted here today
sitter a special session of tho county
board at tvhich a new county clerk
elected. prospective brlde3 and
grooms attended the special session
nrid one blushing damsel threw her
firms around the neck, of tho new
couiity clerk, Ole Jackson, and kissed
P
walk in the block on the south side
of Douglas avenue between Seventh
and Eighth streets. She suffered an
injury to her knee, a fractured shoul-
der and a bruised face. Herbert W.
Clark Is Mrs. Reed's attorney. The
6uit likely will come up for a hearing
before the fall term of the district,
court for San Miguel county.
iBOurjfSl
in
EL PORVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resor
Phones Main 20 and Olive 6174
All Year Round Resort
I CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS 35c
; '"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Car-
riage ,ot:t every Saturday. Leave
at Murpbey'g or Plaza hotel.
